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ABSTRACT

Author: Fuka, Matthew R. MS
Institution: Purdue University
Degree Received: August 2018
Title: Activity markers and horse riding in Mongolia: Entheseal changes among Bronze and Iron
Age human skeletal remains.
Major Professor: Ian Lindsay
The emergence of horse riding in Mongolia has recently gained attention in
archaeological research (e.g. Houle 2016; Makarewicz et al 2018; Taylor and Tuvshinjargel
2018). Most of this research consists of zooarchaeological studies examining evidence of riding
through osteological analyses of horse skeletal remains. This thesis represents an exploratory
study on entheseal changes in human skeletal remains from the Bronze and Iron Age of
Mongolia (c. 2500 BCE – c. 200 CE) to investigate patterns of repetitive physical activity that
may be suggestive of horse riding. Entheseal changes refer to morphological alterations to bone
caused by repetitive physical activity that are identifiable through bioarchaeological analysis
(e.g. Hawkey and Merbs 1995; Villotte et al 2010). The study sample consists of 52 individuals
from the National University of Mongolia and Züünkhangai, Mongolia. The “New Coimbra”
method serves as the scoring procedure of entheseal changes in this study (Henderson et al
2016). Statistical analyses indicate patterns of entheseal changes that may be suggestive of
repetitive and long-term horse riding are observed in individuals from the Late Bronze and Early
Iron Age (LBA/EIA). These patterns are supported by recent ethnoarchaeological research on
contemporary Mongolian riding techniques as well as zooarchaeological observations of
osteological remodeling on prehistoric horse crania (Taylor and Tuvshinjargel 2018). Therefore,
this study offers evidence for horse riding emerging in the LBA/EIA, which may have influenced
the economic and sociopolitical transitions that occur during the Bronze and Iron Age.
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INTRODUCTION

When did equestrianism emerge in Mongolia? This remained—until recently—a largely
unexplored question in Mongolian archaeology (Houle 2016). The emergence of equestrianism,
or horse riding, in Mongolia is a topic that has received some attention within the last several
years (Houle 2016; Makarewicz et al 2018; Taylor et al 2015; Taylor et al 2016; Taylor 2017;
Taylor and Tuvshinjargel 2018; Wright 2014). A substantial number of studies researching the
emergence of horse riding in Mongolia consists largely of zooarchaeological methods examining
horse skeletal remains (e.g. Makarewicz et al 2018; Taylor et al 2015; Taylor et al 2016; Taylor
and Tuvshinjargel 2018). This study offers an additional alternative approach and investigates
the practice of horse riding analyzing human skeletal remains.
Along with the previously stated question of when riding first emerged in Mongolia, this
study proposes the additional questions: Can patterns of physical activity that suggest repetitive
and long-term horse riding be observed on Mongolian Bronze and Iron Age human skeletal
remains via analyses of entheseal changes? If so, do individuals from these periods have such a
pattern? This study examines human skeletal remains from the Bronze and Iron Age in order to
test for associations between entheseal changes and composite muscle groups that may be
indicative of horse riding. The study’s sample consists of 52 individuals from the Early and
Middle Bronze Age (EBA/MBA), Late Bronze and Early Iron Age (LBA/EIA), and Xiongnu
period. These individuals are originally from a number of aimags (provinces) from across
Mongolia. Through statistical analysis and interpretation, this exploratory study produces
bioarchaeological evidence that indicates patterns of entheseal changes suggestive of repeated
and long-term horse riding in human remains from the Mongolian LBA/EIA. These patterns are
supported by recent ethnoarchaeological research on contemporary Mongolian riding techniques
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as well as zooarchaeological observations of osteological remodeling on LBA/EIA horse crania
(Taylor and Tuvshinjargel 2018). These results offer exciting evidence for horse riding during
the LBA/EIA, which may have been a practice that further influenced the economic and
sociopolitical transitions that are present throughout the Bronze and Iron Age.

1.1

Overview of Bronze and Iron Age Mongolia

The Mongolian Bronze and Iron Age consist of transitions in subsistence and
sociopolitical complexity (Allard and Erdenebaatar 2005; Fitzhugh 2009a, 2009b; Fitzhugh and
Bayarsaikhan 2011; Honeychurch and Amartuvshin 2007, 2011; Honeychurch et al 2009;
Honeychurch 2014; Houle 2009, 2016; Johannesson 2011, 2015; Wright 2014). To provide
temporal and historical contexts, it is necessary to provide synopses of the three periods under
investigation.
1.1.1 Early and Middle Bronze Age (c. 2500–1500 BCE)
The Early and Middle Bronze Age are often indistinguishable from one another in the
context of Mongolian archaeology due to the lack of any substantial differences in material
culture between the two periods in the archaeological record, despite the presence of many
cultures existing in this period. This can be attributed to the fact that this period of the Bronze
Age remains relatively understudied resulting in large gaps in the archaeological record (Kovalev
and Erdenebaatar 2009:149), especially when in comparison with the later Xiongnu period
(Fitzhugh 2009a:379). This is due to a lack of archaeological excavations of EBA/MBA
habitation sites, and the poor quality of early archaeological reports that have studied these sites
(Kovalev and Erdenebaatar 2009:149). Until recently, there has also been a lack of radiocarbon
testing needed to construct a chronology of the period (Johannesson 2015:99; Kovalev and
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Erdenebaatar 2009:149), though there has been a push toward finding EBA/MBA samples to test
via radiocarbon dating through new excavations (Jamsranjav Bayarsaikhan, personal
communication 2017). Due to the absence of radiocarbon dates in substantial quantities,
chronological considerations of the period are often created through artifact and feature
comparison (Allard et al 2006:203). Additionally, a substantial portion of what archaeologists
know about the EBA/MBA comes from the excavation and survey of mortuary sites. This is
because no habitation/settlement sites have been found on the surface (Allard et al 2006:203),
whereas multiple burials have. A notable difference between EBA and MBA is a transition
toward a greater emphasis on animal husbandry as the primary mode of economy, though it is
unclear when exactly this transition began (Houle 2016). As a result of sparse differences to go
by, the EBA/MBA are commonly paired together to represent the first half of the Mongolian
Bronze Age (Houle 2016).
1.1.2 Late Bronze and Early Iron Age (c. 1400–400/300 BCE)
The Late Bronze Age is paired with the Early Iron Age in this study to account for both
the latter half of the Bronze Age and the period directly before the Xiongnu period. In fact, the
Early Iron Age is occasionally referred to as the Terminal Bronze Age (Houle 2016). Despite
differences in terminology, this transitional period is situated between the Late Bronze Age and
Xiongnu period (Houle 2016; Volkov 1995). It is generally accepted among Mongolian scholars
that during this transitional period, a major shift from modes of foraging and small-scale herding
to mobile pastoralism took place relatively simultaneously throughout Mongolia (Allard et al
2006; Honeychurch 2014; Houle and Erdenebaatar 2009; Houle 2009, 2016; Johannesson 2015;
Volkov 1995; Wright 2014), though the exact stretch of time where these changes would have
taken place is still unknown (Johannesson 2015). This transition appears in the archaeological
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record by changes in the mortuary landscape (Allard et al 2006; Honeychurch et al 2009;
Honeychurch 2014; Houle and Erdenebaatar 2009; Houle 2009, 2016; Johannesson 2015;
Volkov 1995; Wright 2014). By the time of the Xiongnu period, it is well documented by Han
Chinese literary sources that the Xiongnu—or at least those groups in contact with the Han
Chinese—practiced mobile pastoralism (Di Cosmo 2011:36). It is also important to consider that
though mobile pastoralism became the predominant mode of subsistence and economy,
agricultural practices were still in use (Di Cosmo 1994; Makarewicz 2011), evidence of which
can be found throughout the steppe (Wright et al 2009). However, some of this evidence has
been called into question due to low quantities of seed remains recovered at habitation sites (see
Houle and Broderick 2011). Based on the number of horse remains found at mortuary sites and
results from zooarchaeological studies, the LBA/EIA is hypothesized as the most likely period
when horse domestication and riding emerge (Houle 2016; Taylor 2017; Taylor et al 2017;
Taylor and Tuvshinjargel 2018; Taylor et al 2018).
1.1.3 Xiongnu Period (c. 300 BCE–200 CE)
The Xiongnu polity—usually described as an empire or confederation—emerged in the
Iron Age and marked the first time in Mongolia’s history that a single cultural complex was
present throughout the entirety of the country (Batsaikhan 2011; Di Cosmo 1994, 2011;
Honeychurch 2014; Johannesson 2011). The Xiongnu eventually came to directly and/or
indirectly control territory in the surrounding lands of eastern Kazakhstan, the provinces of Inner
Mongolia and Xinjiang of China, and parts of Siberia (Allard et al 2002:637; Di Cosmo
1994:1102; Johannesson 2015:101–102; Wright et al 2009:372). This period saw extensive
changes to the sociopolitical and socioeconomic landscape as well as fundamentally shifts in the
subsistence strategy of Mongolia. The Xiongnu period saw the completion of the transition from
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foraging and small-scale herding to mobile pastoralism first seen beginning in the Late Bronze
Age (Batsaikhan 2011; Honeychurch 2015:310). Indeed, through a thorough analysis of ritual
deposits of animal remains of the Bronze Age, it has been suggested that this increase in reliance
on livestock rearing can be seen in the archaeological record leading up to the formation of the
Xiongnu polity (see Johannesson 2015). As mentioned, this pastoral economy is one of the
characteristic traits attributed to the Xiongnu by their Han Chinese neighbors to the south (Di
Cosmo 1994, 2011). A healthy dose of skepticism is needed, however, when interpreting
Xiongnu culture through Han Chinese texts as the Xiongnu were often referred to as enemies in
texts; in fact the very word “Xiongnu” later became synonymous with “nomad”, “barbarian”,
and “enemy” (Di Cosmo 2011:36; Giele 2011:50). Therefore, the archaeological study of the
mortuary landscape of the so-called Xiongnu Empire is a necessary complement and potential
corrective to historical texts and military reports. In terms of horse riding, archaeological
evidence indicates the Xiongnu practiced horse riding (Brosseder 2009; Di Cosmo 1994, 2011;
Erdélyi 2000; Honeychurch 2014; Johannesson 2011), which further suggests that the practice
emerged during an earlier period.
Given the large volume of data from burials and their associated satellite features, an
increase in studies pertaining to mortuary data is necessary to have a better understanding of
Bronze and Iron Age Mongolia. Bioarchaeology has the potential to delve into various avenues
of research because of the large inventories of human remains in legacy collections housed in
Mongolian academic institutions that have received relatively little study compared to other
regions in the world, especially in prehistoric periods.
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1.2

Overview of Bioarchaeological Research in Mongolia

It is important to understand what has been done by bioarchaeologists in Mongolia,
especially in terms of Bronze and Iron Age research, to gain a better sense of what more needs to
be done and why this study is exploratory in nature. This section provides an overview of
bioarchaeological studies that have focused on the periods covered in this study in order to
illustrate the current understanding of what the human remains found in the mortuary landscape
can tell researchers and how there is more that can be discovered beyond the mortuary structures
of the Bronze and Iron Age.
Studies pertaining to population history and movement are quite prevalent in Mongolian
archaeology (e.g. Dashtseveg 2004, 2014; Lee 2007, 2009, 2014; Lee and Zhang 2011, 2013;
Myagmar 2014; Schmidt 2012). Studies by Dashtseveg reveal the ethnic origins of the various
ethnic groups in Mongolia—both ancient and modern—through the use of cranial morphology
and morphometric analysis (see Dashtseveg 2004, 2014). Similar studies on ethnogenesis have
been conducted by Schmidt (2012) who uses a variety of analytical methods to study Xiongnu
population history and Myagmar (2014) who carried out a multiperiod comparative analysis
looking at cranial variation across prehistoric and historic Mongolian populations. Dental
nonmetric traits have been used extensively in population history studies by Lee (2007, 2009,
2014) as well as in collaboration with Zhang (Lee and Zhang 2011, 2013), effectively
introducing the method to Mongolia. The main takeaway from these population history studies is
that the ancient and medieval populations in Mongolia did not exist in isolation but are made up
of diverse ethnic groups that show interactions between groups both within and outside of
present-day Mongolia.
In addition to population history studies, a number of works have addressed dental
pathology, dental health, and dietary studies, with special regard for the Xiongnu and Mongol
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periods. While there have been concerns made over the lack of dental and dietary studies in
Mongolian archaeology (Machicek 2011a, 2011b), there has been recent growth in that area (e.g.
Beach 2017; Joseph 2016; Machicek 2011a, 2011b; Machicek and Zubova 2012; Machicek and
Beach 2014; Schmidt et al 2016). Dental microwear analysis has received recent attention,
allowing advances in the analysis of dietary differences between agricultural and pastoral
populations, specifically applied to Han Chinese and Xiongnu relations and interactions (Beach
2017; Machicek and Zubova 2012; Schmidt et al 2016). Dental health and pathology have been
researched in Mongolian populations as well in order to observe how the transition to mobile
pastoralism affected dietary choices (Joseph 2016; Machicek 2011a; Machicek and Beach 2014).
A number of works have investigated whether border relations between the Xiongnu and
Han China can be observed on the body, either through unique dietary wear patterns on dentition
(Beach 2017) or through the presence of trauma inflicted via interpersonal conflict (Eng and
Zhang 2014; Joseph 2016). Labor activity has been studied using a variety of methods, such as
comparative analysis of osteoarthritis, or, as it is also known, degenerative joint disease.
Osteoarthritis studies have been conducted among Xiongnu populations (Joseph 2016; Machicek
2011a) and have been compared together with Han Chinese populations (Eng 2016). The method
of using asymmetry to examine specific activity patterns is rarely used in isolation from other
analytical methods and is often paired with analyses of osteoarthritis and entheseal changes
(Machicek 2011b:175–176). While considerable interest has been raised in the possibility of
activity markers to reveal further information on specific activities such as archery or horse
riding, there are a number of issues that can arise from making inferences about the specific
activities of ancient populations (Machicek 2011b:175–176). A further discussion of these
limitations is addressed in the following chapter. Research involving entheses, or
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musculoskeletal stress markers, has received very little attention among bioarchaeologists
working in Mongolia (Machicek 2011a, 2011b).
What can be gathered from this overview is the relative lack of studies concerned with
activity markers that have taken place in Mongolia. Therefore, this study introduces a relatively
new method for analyzing entheses to archaeological studies in Mongolia, with the goal of
illuminating repetitive physical activity among Bronze and Iron Age populations in the
Mongolian Steppe. In doing so, this study addresses the need to (1) include further research of
entheseal changes and activity and (2) further investigating the relatively understudied skeletal
collections from these periods. This study primarily uses the “New Coimbra” method as outlined
by Henderson and colleagues (2016) to score entheseal changes and introduces new statistical
models as modes of entheseal analysis.

1.3

Outline of Thesis

This thesis is broken down into chapters and sections that detail the cultural and mortuary
context of the periods under study, the bioarchaeological and statistical methods used, the results
of osteological and data analysis, and a discussion of the study and its outcomes. Chapter 2
consists of overviews of mobile pastoralism as well as the origins of horse domestication and
equestrianism. Additionally, the chapter provides an overview of previous mortuary and
zooarchaeological research on the emergence of horse riding in Mongolia. The materials and
methods of the study are covered in Chapter 3. This chapter involves a description of the process
of data collection as well as an explanation of the osteological and statistical methods used in this
study. The material of Chapter 4 illustrates and explains the results of statistical analyses
employed on the sample populations. The following discussion of the results, and how they are
suggestive of horse riding patterns, is in Chapter 5. Here, the interpretation of the results is
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complemented by supporting evidence provided by previous mortuary, zooarchaeological, and
ethnoarchaeological studies. A discussion of how horse riding may have brought about changes
in the sociopolitical complexity of LBA/EIA society in Mongolia follows. Chapter 5 also
includes a brief discussion of possible future endeavors that could serve to further supplement
the findings of this study. The chapter then provides the conclusion of this thesis.
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RESEARCH CONTEXT

Unlike sedentary cultures, mobile pastoralists are severely underrepresented in the
archaeological record. A proper definition of what it meant by the term “mobile pastoralism”
must be addressed, which is covered in the first section of this chapter. The second section
describes the importance of the horse in changing steppe cultures, and how the development of
horse domestication and equestrianism came to be a leading factor in changes to subsistence and
sociopolitical systems. Turning the focus on Mongolia, a brief overview of recent mortuary
research examines the appearance of horses and horse riding equipment in the mortuary record of
Bronze and Iron Age. The following overview of zooarchaeological studies centered on horse
remains from the LBA/EIA provides indications of horse riding. Lastly, as an exploratory
bioarchaeological study, it is necessary to provide an overview of recent bioarchaeological
research conducted in Mongolia in order to give a sense of what areas have received attention in
terms of studying pastoral populations.

2.1

Mobile Pastoralism, Horse Domestication, and Equestrianism

The periods covered in this study represent a turbulent time of emerging changes in
subsistence strategies favoring mobile pastoralism and sociopolitical complexity in Mongolia
(Hanks 2010; Honeychurch et al 2009; Honeychurch 2014; Houle and Erdenebaatar 2009; Houle
2009, 2016; Wright 2014). Indeed, these changes also appear during the Eneolithic and Bronze
Age in the western and central regions of the Eurasian Steppe (Anthony 2007; Frachetti 2012;
Hanks 2010; Spengler et al 2014). For Eurasia, these changes may have led to the development
of horse domestication and equestrianism (Anthony 2007; Frachetti 2012). As such, it is
necessary to understand what mobile pastoralism is and when and where horse domestication
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and equestrianism appears in the archaeological record. By doing so, a number of questions are
addressed: (1) How does the rearing of livestock influence shifts toward mobile pastoralism? (2)
How do horse domestication and equestrianism affect the sociopolitical complexity of mobile
pastoralists? (3) Is the practice of equestrianism the primary contributor to the changes in
mortuary practice and sociopolitical complexity that occur in Mongolia during the LBA/EIA?
2.1.1 Defining Mobile Pastoralism
The term “nomadic pastoralism” is a combination of settlement strategy and mobility
(nomadism) and an economic response centered on a subsistence strategy (pastoralism) (Ingold
1985; Khazanov 1984). Nomadism lies on a spectrum of mobility, however, and so the term
“mobile pastoralism” recognizes that mobility can affect groups in different ways. This is
especially important as these terms have a history of being used incorrectly or in an overly
generalized manner by scholars (Ingold 1985:384). Pastoralism is an economic and subsistence
strategy that consists of the raising of livestock as a primary means of subsistence (DysonHudson and Dyson-Hudson 1980; Salzman 2004). This reliance on maintaining herds leads
pastoralists to modify the landscape to create suitable pastures (McClure 2015; Salzman 2004;
Spengler et al 2013; Spengler 2014). It is also important to note that livestock rearing, while
making up the primary mode of subsistence in pastoral societies, does not necessarily mean that
it is the only subsistence used by pastoralists. It is fairly common for pastoralists to practice
small-scale farming for example (Barfield 1993; Khazanov 1984; Makarewicz 2011; Marx 1977;
Spengler et al 2014; Spooner 1973; Wright et al 2009). For Barfield, nomadism is a lifeway built
around the aspect of pastoralism, one that is “[o]rganized around mobile households rather than
individuals” (1993:4). Likewise, all members of the community are involved in production
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(Barfield 1993). This study suggests that certain trends can affect levels of activity among these
communities.
As there is often a scarcity or complete absence of habitation, settlement, or production
sites associated with mobile pastoral populations, it is important to identify markers that do exist
in the archaeological record that indicate the presence of pastoralist lifeways (e.g. Barfield 1993,
2011; Cribb 1991; Frachetti 2008, 2012, 2015; Hanks 2010; Honeychurch and Amartuvshin
2007; Honeychurch 2014, 2015; Houle 2009; Houle and Erdenebaatar 2009; Lightfoot et al
2015; Lindsay and Greene 2013; Makarewicz 2011; Popova 2006; Porter 2012; Rassamakin
2006; Salzman 2004). What these factors are and where they are found is dependent on
geographic location, as there exists regional variation as to what mobile pastoralism looks like
archaeologically. The beginnings of mobile pastoralism in Mongolia appear after the MBA as the
archaeological record indicates increases of sheep/goat and cattle remains associated with
habitation and mortuary sites (Houle 2016; Taylor et al 2018). By the time of the Xiongnu
period, horse riding mobile pastoralists make up most of the populace (Di Cosmo 1994, 2011;
Honeychurch 2014; Houle and Broderick 2011; Johannesson 2011). Indeed, the practice of horse
riding may have been the primary contributor toward the adoption of mobile pastoralism in
Mongolia (Houle 2016) as it may have in central Eurasia (Frachetti 2012). This is supported by
zooarchaeological analyses suggesting the emergence of horse domestication beginning in the
LBA (Taylor et al 2017; Taylor et al 2018). Therefore, to fully understand when mobile
pastoralism was adopted in Mongolia, the origins of horse domestication and riding must be
investigated.
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2.1.2 Origins of Horse Domestication in Eurasia
Possibly the most identifiable features of mobile pastoralism on the Eurasian Steppe is
evidence of horse domestication coupled with the practice of horse riding. While sheep and goats
were the earlier domesticates and primary mode of subsistence for pastoralists in the Eurasian
Steppe since at least 5000 BCE (Frachetti 2008:44), the earliest evidence of domesticated horses
does not appear in the archaeological record until at least the fourth millennium BCE (Anthony
2007; de Barros Damgaard 2018; Gaunitz et al 2018; Kohl 2007; Kuzmina 2008; Outram et al
2009). While the Eneolithic sites of Botai, Kazakhstan and Dereivka, Ukraine, have been at the
center of an extensive debate of the origin of horse domestication for the span of more than a
decade (see Anthony and Brown 1991, 2000, 2003; Anthony et al 2006; Anthony 2007; Benecke
and von den Dreisch 2003; Brown and Anthony 1998; Drews 2004; Kelekna 2009; Kohl 2007;
Levine 1990, 1999a, 1999b; Olsen 2003, 2006; Outram et al 2009), recent genetic studies
suggest that horse domestication instead may have originated out of the Pontic-Caspian Steppe
(de Barros Damgaard et al 2018; Gaunitz et al 2018; Warmuth et al 2012). In fact, there is even
the possibility that domestication occurred outside of the steppe region, such as in Eastern
Europe (Gaunitz et al 2018). This would counter the standing assumption that as wild horses
were native there, that steppe peoples would have been the most likely to domesticate the
animals (Anthony 2007; Kelekna 2009; Kuzmina 2008). These genetic studies have placed the
domestication of the horse to be somewhere between 6,000 and 5,500 years ago (Gaunitz et al
2018; Warmuth et al 2012:8205). Wherever the origin may be, the domestication of horses led to
the development of horse riding.
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2.1.3 Impacts of Equestrianism in Eurasia
Horse riding brought with it a plethora of cultural impacts, all centered on the aspect of
increased mobility. This mobility allowed for a number of different tasks, including the ability of
herders to increase their herd sizes as well as allow for an increase in raiding, an aspect which
led to the eventual development of mounted warfare (Anthony 2007; Anthony and Brown 2011).
Additionally, horse riding allowed for longer distances to be reached in search for raw materials
(Olsen 2006:262), which may have then led to horse riding being a significant factor in the
establishment of long-distance trade routes across the Eurasian Steppe (Frachetti 2008). Indeed,
pastoralist mobility and herding routes attributed to the eventual development of the Silk Road
network, one of the most expansive trade routes in Eurasian history (Frachetti et al 2017;
Kuzmina 2008). It is through this trade brought about by the development of horse riding where
some of the first changes in the sociopolitical structure of steppe societies appear (Frachetti
2008:121). Riding as well as charioteering become the eventual symbol of high sociopolitical
status (Frachetti 2012). Does the emergence of riding, therefore, explain the rise in sociopolitical
complexity during the Mongolian LBA/EIA and later Xiongnu period? If so, then when do these
changes begin to influence notions of complexity in Mongolia? There are two primary factors in
Mongolia, centered on horses, that suggest the existence of mobile pastoralist lifeways: (1) the
presence of domesticated and ridden horses and (2) an emphasis on horses providing increased
mobility that allows the creation or re-imagining of ritual and mortuary landscapes that illustrate
notions of shifts in sociopolitical systems and subsistence strategies.

2.2

Evidence for Horse Riding in the Mongolian Late Bronze Age

Horses have the potential to be used as sources of power and social change due to their
ability to provide mobility essential for pastoral communities to interact with one another (Allard
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and Erdenebaatar 2005; Johannesson 2015; Makarewicz et al 2018; Wright 2014:283). Wright
(2014) argues, however, that horses among mobile pastoralists were less a symbol of elite wealth
than a commodity that all members of society had access to. While this may the case, horses
were not seen only as utilitarian animals, but also were “vehicles of social action” (Wright
2014:283) that played a crucial role in defining the mortuary and sociopolitical landscape of the
Eurasian Steppe. In Mongolia, it is the evidence of horse riding in mortuary contexts that
suggests a transition toward mobile pastoralist modes of subsistence. Previous research points
toward the development of horse riding appearing in the LBA/EIA of Mongolia, both from
mortuary and zooarchaeological findings. By analyzing repeated patterns of activity of human
skeletal remains, this study aims to support these findings through exploring when horse riding
began on the Mongolian Steppe.
While no bioarchaeological study has attempted to observe entheseal changes on human
skeletal remains as proxy evidence of populations that may have participated in the practice of
horse riding, there are other studies that provide evidence that supports that hypothesis that horse
riding in Mongolia was likely developed during the LBA/EIA. Evidence of horse riding comes
from two lines of research: mortuary and zooarchaeological studies. Mortuary studies reveal
ritually deposited horse remains and a number of grave goods that are directly linked to horse
riding. Zooarchaeological studies analyze horse remains and rely on methods similar to this
study’s—looking at entheseal changes and other morphological alterations to the skeleton—in an
attempt to observe indications of long-term riding.
2.2.1 Mortuary Evidence
Understanding the mortuary setting of Bronze and Iron Age cultures that inhabited the
Mongolian Steppe is of the utmost importance in Mongolian archaeology as the majority of
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features that dot the landscape are more often than not mortuary structures. Habitation sites
rarely are visible from the surface, and those that usually survive in the form of artifact scatters
consisting of microliths and lithic debitage in addition to ceramic sherds (Honeychurch and
Amartuvshin 2006:188). While multiple studies have shed more light on settlement patterns,
specifically from the Xiongnu period (e.g. Honeychurch and Amartuvshin 2007; Houle and
Broderick 2011; Wright et al 2009), little is known about settlement patterns in the Bronze Age
(e.g. Houle and Erdenebaatar 2009; Taylor et al 2018; Wright 2007). As a result, archaeologists
often turn to the country’s mortuary landscape. The steppes of Mongolia have an abundance of
burials spread across the whole of the country, ranging from small circular mounds from the
EBA/MBA, slope burials and khirigsuurs (stone tumuli with satellite features) from the
LBA/EIA, and ring burials and terrace tombs from the Xiongnu period. The mortuary landscape
of Mongolia is comprised of a wide array of mortuary structure types. Each type or style of
structure, whether it be a burial or a monument, roughly corresponds to a specific period of time
(Houle 2016; Johannesson 2011). Horse remains are associated with a number of burials from
the LBA/EIA and Xiongnu period, either taking the form of ritual deposits interred within small
satellite mounds or directly buried within burials. Additionally, various artifacts that serve as
grave goods in some of these burials point toward the development of horse riding. The
following discussion describes the mortuary contexts in which horse remains or artifacts
associated with horses are found (or absent) within the Bronze and Iron Age. By examining these
contexts, a chronology of when horses appear in Mongolia in the archaeological record is
established. This timeline assists in interpreting when horse riding likely emerged on the
Mongolian Steppe based on the presence of horses in the mortuary landscape. The following
overview of mortuary structures allows for the examination of typological nuances that indicate
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shifting modes of subsistence, sociopolitical complexity, and the emergence of horse
domestication and riding.
2.2.1.1 Early and Middle Bronze Age
The burials of the EBA/MBA are relatively similar in construction and shape among the
various cultures of the period. The structures can be seen on the surface, made entirely of small
to large boulders and cobbles. The burials are referred to as “barrows” due to the flatness of the
grave structures (Kovalev and Erdenebaatar 2009). The preservation of human and faunal
remains recovered from these graves is highly variable depending on geographic region as well
as how shallow the grave was originally constructed. The presence of grave goods greatly varies,
ranging from some burials having stone and bronze items within them to the majority have a
complete lack of any artifacts associated with them (Tumurbaatar Tuvshinjargel, personal
communication 2017). Horse remains have been found in association with burials, though in
such few numbers that it is uncertain if these belong to wild or domesticated horses (Houle
2016). Recent archaeological fieldwork and radiocarbon results indicate that domesticated horses
are largely absent until the beginning of the Late Bronze Age (Taylor et al 2018).
The EBA/MBA remains a peculiar period as it is drastically understudied in relation to
the Late Bronze Age. While the remains of sheep/goat and cattle have been recovered from
sites—indicating domestication of these animals—no evidence suggesting horse domestication
appears in the EBA/MBA (Houle 2016; Taylor et al 2018; Volkov 1995). The LBA/EIA shows a
marked increase in the number of faunal remains associated with archaeological sites as well as a
greater variety in the types of mortuary structures that are built throughout the landscape (Hanks
2010; Houle 2016).
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2.2.1.2 Late Bronze and Early Iron Age
The LBA/EIA is a period that exhibits a greater amount of variation in the types of
mortuary structures that belong to it. These structures are deer stones, khirigsuurs, and slab
burials. While other types of LBA/EIA burials exist, such as slope burials, these do not have
horse remains associated with them (Houle 2009).
2.2.1.2.1 Deer Stones
The first mortuary structure to be covered from this period are unique as deer stones do
not necessarily function as burials. Deer stones are one of the most visibly recognizable
structures on the Mongolian landscape as they are large stone stelae with stylistic carvings
representing human figures with an assortment of hunting equipment/weaponry (Fitzhugh
2009a:385). The stones also have carvings of stylized deer, though the addition of what appear to
be bird features cause these deer carvings to take on more mythological or transformative
properties (Allard and Erdenebaatar 2005:548; Fitzhugh 2009b:192).
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Figure 2.1 Re-erected deer stone at Jargalantyn Am. Horsehead mounds visible in
the background (Photo credit: Peter Carty).

The stones are often found in direct association with monumental stone structures of
unknown function (Wright 2014:279), such as stone platforms (see Kovalev et al 2016), or
khirigsuurs (Fitzhugh 2009a:385). More commonly found are small mounds associated with deer
stone complexes known as “horsehead mounds” since they are often found with the cranium and
mandible—and occasionally hooves and vertebrae— of a single horse interred within the mound
(Fitzhugh 2009a, 2009b; Houle 2016). The lack of human burials associated with deer stones—
with the exception of the later slab burials—brings to question their relevance of being
considered mortuary structures. It has been suggested that these stones serve as shamanistic ritual
mortuary monuments to that represented individuals or legendary figures (Fitzhugh 2009b). This
ritualistic function is increasingly evident due to the presence of complexes comprised of
mounds with interred horse remains and platforms coupled with groups of deer stones (Kovalev
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et al 2016). Many of the deer stones at one such complex at Uushingiin Uvur were discovered to
have been buried in stone rings, which suggests that some deer stones may have been used to
serve “as a ritual ‘substitution’ for a dead person” (Kovalev et al 2016:91). Whatever their role
as a funerary monument, deer stones provide one of the earliest examples of where horse remains
are found in a mortuary context in substantial numbers. This horsehead mound phenomenon is
also observed in khirigsuurs, tumuli that are contemporaneous with deer stones.
2.2.1.2.2 Khirigsuurs
Khirigsuurs are very similar to kurgans found distributed across the Pontic-Caspian
Steppe in Ukraine and Southern Russia and may be best described as “a Mongolian version of
the kurgans” (see Figure 2.2) (Houle 2009:360). Similar in shape and size to their earthen-made
western counterparts, khirigsuurs are monumental stone mortuary structures located throughout
most of Mongolia and spreading across portions of Inner Asia (Allard and Erdenebaatar
2005:552; Allard et al 2006:203; Honeychurch et al 2009:331; Littleton et al 2012:3361). These
mortuary structures are characterized by a large tumulus built up of large boulders, centered
within either a square or circular stone enclosure fence (Allard and Erdenebaatar 2005:548;
Johannesson 2015:105). The size of the central mound varies regionally, with some reaching
diameters of 10 m (Wright 2014:279), and others as large as 40 m (Fitzhugh 2009a:381).
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Figure 2.2 Khirigsuur with a square enclosure fence, Züünkhangai (Photo credit:
Peter Carty).

Khirigsuurs also have the addition of small stone circles and smaller mounds distributed
outside the enclosure fence (Allard and Erdenebaatar 2005:548; Honeychurch et al 2009:331;
Wright 2014:279). The stone circles that surround khirigsuurs have been studied and previous
excavations indicate that sheep/goat remains are present within the circles, yet a lack of an ash
layer suggests that these remains may have been butchered somewhere else and then brought to
the khirigsuur (see Broderick et al 2014; Broderick et al 2016). Horsehead mounds identical to
those at deer stone complexes are found at khirigsuurs as well (see Figure 2.3) (Allard and
Erdenebaatar 2005:549; Broderick et al 2016:537; Honeychurch et al 2009:331; Houle 2016;
Wright 2014:279). Horsehead mounds interestingly are usually only found on the southern and
eastern portions of the enclosure fence (Allard and Erdenebaatar 2005). Typically, a khirigsuur
complex will have anywhere between two to ten horsehead mounds associated with it, though
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there exist exceptions to this such as the khirigsuur of Urt Bulagyn located in Khanuy Valley
where approximately 1,700 horsehead mounds are directly associated with the khirigsuur (Allard
and Erdenebaatar 2005:549).

Figure 2.3 Typical horsehead mound, Züünkhangai (Photo credit: Peter Carty).

Due to the size of the central tumulus of each khirigsuur, very few have been fully
excavated, but from those that have been, the results have varied. While some excavations have
found human and faunal remains within the central mound, many have found no signs of there
ever being a burial (Fitzhugh 2009a:384). This lack of a burial strikes a resemblance to
EBA/MBA burials where many have been found to have no grave cyst or remains of any kind
interred within them. However, a large portion of khirigsuurs in Khövsgöl aimag have revealed
single burials (Littleton et al 2012:3364), perhaps indicating that at least in certain areas of
Mongolia khirigsuurs are used as functional grave structures. As khirigsuurs are built directly on
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the surface, a lack of human remains may be due to poor preservation caused by fluctuating
climate conditions (Fitzhugh 2009a:384). Some have even suggested that khirigsuurs are not
burials at all but instead serve as communal ritual locations (Honeychurch et al 2009; Jacobson
1993:146). A more practical function of khirigsuurs is that they may have served as regional
landscape markers in addition to their more funerary function (Seitsonen et al 2014). Whatever
the case may be, much discussion and debate surround the purpose and significance of
khirigsuurs and the impacts they might have had on pastoral society at the turn of the Iron Age.
2.2.1.2.3 Slab Burials
Slab burials are mortuary structures that appear later on the Mongolian landscape, c. 800–
300 BCE. This type of burial was originally thought to only exist in Central and Eastern
Mongolia (Allard et al 2006:204), but many have been discovered in northern (Fitzhugh 2009b)
and western Mongolia as well as southern Siberia (Johannesson 2015:106). Slab burials are
rectangular, shallow graves built with large stone slabs which give the mortuary structures their
name, usually oriented east-west (Allard and Erdenebaatar 2005:548; Johannesson 2015:106;
Kovalev and Erdenebaatar 2009:163; Wright 2014:278). Similar to slope burials, slab burials
often are found in groups that cluster around one or more khirigsuurs (Honeychurch et al
2009:339; Houle 2009:362; Johannesson 2015:106; Wright 2014:281). It has been suggested that
this close proximity was done intentionally by the builders of the slab burials (see Honeychurch
et al 2009). The number of slab burials in one of these clusters can range from three to 20 burials
(Honeychurch et al 2009:333; Johannesson 2015:106). While slab burials can be found with a
range of bone and/or bronze grave goods within them (Allard and Erdenebaatar 2005:551; Allard
et al 2006:204; Wright 2014:278), very few actually are found with grave goods in association
with them (Johannesson 2015:107). This lack of artifacts found in the graves of slab burials may
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be attributed to poor preservation due to the shallowness at which the grave goods and body were
buried (Johannesson 2015:107), grave looting in antiquity (Allard et al 2006:204), or objects
having never been placed in the burials to begin with (Houle 2009). Slab burials sometimes are
found with horse saddlery, and therefore the burials are considered to be the earliest known
mortuary structures in Mongolia that show explicit evidence suggesting horse riding (Wright
2014:278). This would suggest that the practice of equestrianism had been either developed or
adopted during the transition from the Middle to Late Bronze Age.
2.2.1.3 Xiongnu Period
The various structures seen in the LBA/EIA come to a relatively immediate halt and are
subsequently replaced by two major types of mortuary structures that are in use during the
Xiongnu period: ring burials and terrace tombs. Both of these types of burial are exclusively
reserved for elite individuals, and one major disadvantage to archaeological studies of the
Xiongnu is that no burials have been found as of yet that may be interpreted as burials of the
nonelite members of society (Jean-Luc Houle, personal communication 2017).
2.2.1.3.1 Ring Burials
Ring burials seem to have been the replacements for khirigsuurs as well as slab and slope
burials beginning in the third century BCE (Johannesson 2015:108). These burials consist of a
single ring of small boulders and cobbles ranging from four to 10 m in diameter (Johannesson
2015:108), though larger ones can reach up to 15 m in diameter (Yun 2009:282). There is a
central burial shaft, which ranges in depth from 1–3 m (Johannesson 2015:108). The grave itself
is as large as the burial shaft and often there is a niche dug into the north wall on the bottom of
the shaft, where sheep/goat remains are often deposited (Johannesson 2015:110). The grave
consists of a wooden coffin with a single individual as well as a relative abundance of grave
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goods not previously seen in earlier periods. These grave goods range in number and variety on
an individual basis, but contain artifacts such as ceramic, gold, bronze, iron, stone, and bone.
Other grave goods that have been recorded in ring burials are lacquer, horse bits, iron knives, and
wooden arrowheads (see Yun 2009). This is a marked difference compared to the earlier burials
of the Middle and Late Bronze Age where the recovery of grave goods directly associated with
an interred individual are rare.
Unlike their Bronze Age predecessors, however, ring burials lack the same visual
prominence in the landscape. Where ring burials have relatively higher quantities of grave goods
and make use of burial shafts and coffins for the first time in the mortuary record in Mongolia,
“relatively little investment appears to have been made in the superstructure of these
monuments” (Johannesson 2015:109). This may suggest that by the time of the Xiongnu,
mortuary structures played a smaller role in needing to be visible on the landscape, though the
Xiongnu terrace tombs are a notable exception to this as will be shortly discussed. Ring burials
are often found in clusters, many of which are large enough in number to be considered
cemeteries, numbering up to 100 burials (see Allard et al 2002; Brosseder 2009; Johannesson
2011, 2015; Linduff 2008; Wright et al 2009). These cemeteries are not only confined to
Mongolia, the heartland of Xiongnu influence but have also been found in regions such as
Northern China (Linduff 2008; Miller 2015). Perhaps the most striking aspect of ring burials is
their uniformity in structure and contents. There is a relative lack of variation among ring burials,
suggesting standardization and even regulation being incorporated in the construction and
funerary rituals of these mortuary structures (Johannesson 2015:109). This uniformity may
indicate mortuary practices influenced by the rise of the Xiongnu polity, possibly in a direct
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fashion. This standardization also infers that, since horse bits are a commonly found grave good
in ring burials, the practice of horse riding was already widespread at this point in time.
2.2.1.3.2 Terrace Tombs
The second type of burial that emerges during the Xiongnu period are terrace tombs,
which are drastically different compared to the contemporaneous ring burials that often shared
the same mortuary space. These burials are also referred to as “noble tombs” and “royal tombs”
as there is still speculation concerning whether these types of burials were specifically for use by
Xiongnu royalty or if any member of the elite class could be interred within a terrace tomb (see
Brosseder 2009). As excavations have shown, terrace tombs take on an entirely different
structure to that of ring burials and, indeed, any mortuary structure proceeding them in
Mongolia.
Where their ring burial contemporaries could reach a size of roughly 10 m in diameter,
terrace tombs cover areas ranging from 66.9–2,116 m2 (Brosseder 2009:255). The depth of a
tomb’s burial pit can range anywhere from 6–18 m (Brosseder 2009:261; Eregzen 2011:279).
This makes terrace tombs monumental mortuary structures that very well had the potential—and
many succeeded—in covering an area larger than that of their khirigsuur predecessors as well as
reaching levels of depth previously unheard of in the Iron Age. The tombs also often have
smaller satellite burials that have a single individual interred within them (Miller et al 2009).
Mortuary ritual activities are often discovered at various depth levels within the pit, usually
taking the form of animal remain deposition (Brosseder 2009:261). In some instances, entire
chariots may have been buried above the tomb as chariot elements and horse riding equipment
have been found, such as at Gol Mod T1 (Brosseder 2009:267). This is direct evidence that
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horses during the Xiongnu period were already being used for transport and that the practices of
riding and charioteering were fully developed.
The tomb itself, or burial chamber, is constructed of wood. These tombs consisted of an
inner and outer chamber, where a coffin would be placed in either the center or slightly offcenter within the inner chamber (Brosseder 2009:263). Coffins recovered from terrace tombs are
often decorated with gold foil and quatrefoil with a latticework pattern (Brosseder 2009:263).
While usually only one coffin would be placed within the tomb, there have been instances where
double burials could take place, in instances where human sacrifice may have taken place as a
funerary ritual activity (see Murail et al 2000). This practice of constructing a wooden burial
chamber at the bottom of a large burial pit can also be seen with the Xiongnu’s contemporaneous
neighbors such as the stepped pit burials in Han China and the wooden-chambered tombs of
Nangnang in Korea (Eregzen 2011). In regard to the composition of grave goods found within
these chambers, artifacts can vary widely. Some objects include decorated horse gear and
equipment, some gilded or foiled in silver (André 2007:73, as cited by Brosseder 2009:263).
Again, this presence of equipment related to horse riding clearly shows that horses were being
ridden by at least the Xiongnu elite. These mortuary structures were reserved for members of an
elite socioeconomic class as apparent by the each having valuable and even Chinese imported
grave goods (Brosseder 2009; Eregzen 2011; Yun 2009; Yun and Chang 2011). The findings of
whole chariots and riding gear are clear evidence for horse riding being a developed practice
during the Xiongnu period (Brosseder 2009).
Taking this into account as well as the complete lack of any horse remains or riding
equipment from the EBA/MBA, the focus must shift to the LBA/EIA as the most likely period in
which horse riding developed on the Mongolian Steppe. The presence of horse remains in large
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numbers deposited in horsehead mounds found at deer stone complexes and khirigsuurs in
addition to the findings of riding equipment in later slab burials indicates not only an increased
importance of the horse but the earliest evidence of horse riding in Mongolia. Therefore, based
on the established chronology of when horses and riding equipment appear in the mortuary
landscape of Mongolia, the LBA/EIA is the most likely period where entheseal changes might
reveal a pattern of activity suggestive of horse riding, placing the emergence of equestrianism in
the LBA/EIA. Along with mortuary data uncovering equestrian practices, zooarchaeological data
on horse skeletal remains from the Bronze and Iron Ages further support the hypothesis that
riding took initially in the LBA/EIA.
2.2.2 Zooarchaeological Evidence
Zooarchaeological research in Mongolia has allowed for better understandings of ritual
and mortuary practices of the LBA/EIA (see Broderick et al 2014; Broderick et al 2016) as well
as subsistence and herd management strategies of the Xiongnu (see Makarewicz 2011). Recent
investigations on when horse riding and charioteering developed in Mongolia has been the focus
of a string of studies primarily led by Taylor and colleagues (Taylor et al 2015; Taylor 2016;
Taylor et al 2016; Taylor et al 2017; Taylor and Tuvshinjargel 2018; Taylor et al 2018). These
studies offer exciting results and provide stronger evidence for riding having developed in the
LBA/EIA. Examination of osteological changes on LBA/EIA horse crania, specifically nasal
ossification and premaxillary remodeling, were determined to have been caused by long-term
exposure of wearing halters, as indicated by comparative modern-day sample groups (Taylor et
al 2015; Taylor 2016; Taylor and Tuvshinjargel 2018). These data allow for the reconstruction of
types of bridles—or cheekpieces—likely used in riding as these types of equipment are lost due
to being made from a perishable material, such as rope (Taylor et al 2016). A more recent
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discovery involving the use of bridles found that an osteological analysis of horse crania
illustrates a positive association between entheseal changes and the left side of the crania (Taylor
and Tuvshinjargel 2018). This remodeling in LBA/EIA horse crania provides “strong
preliminary support for the idea that riding horses with a bridle…produces asymmetric
deformations to the equine skull” (Taylor and Tuvshinjargel 2018:148). This alteration that
preferences the left side is explainable through a rider’s technique of holding the reins in their
left hand, therefore causing tension from the reigns to affect the horse’s left side more so than the
right. This is a style of riding that is prominently in use today by Mongolian herders (Taylor and
Tuvshinjargel 2018). This combination of examining entheseal changes to horses and
ethnoarchaeological studies on riding style provide evidence that situates the development of
horse riding taking place during the LBA/EIA.
Other methods include bit wear analysis as originally developed by Anthony and Brown
(2003), and the use of Bayesian statistics to model spatial patterning between the appearance of
horse ritual and the corresponding appearance of deer stone and khirigsuur complexes based on
14

C analysis from LBA/EIA horse remains (Taylor et al 2016; Taylor et al 2017; Taylor and

Tuvshinjargel 2018). More recently, excavation findings and implementation of mass
spectrometry indicate that EBA/MBA sites are largely consistent of that of a mixed economy
composed of foraging and small-scale herding of mostly sheep/goat and a smaller number of
cattle (Taylor et al 2018). The speed at which deer stone and khirigsuur complexes and their
associated horsehead mounds appear across most of Mongolia as well as archaeological evidence
to suggest that horses were not yet a major source of subsistence during the EBA/MBA indicates
that horses and the practice of horse riding must have become a major part of pastoral society
beginning in the LBA/EIA (Taylor et al 2017; Taylor et al 2018). Taken together with the bridle
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and riding analysis by Taylor and Tuvshinjargel (2018), zooarchaeological evidence suggests
that the LBA/EIA is the most likely period in which evidence of riding may be evident in the
analysis of entheseal changes among human remains of the same period. A short overview of
recent bioarchaeological studies in Mongolia is needed in order to establish why there is a need
for a study that examines activity markers. By examining patterns of repetitive physical activity
among possible horse riders, a bioarchaeological approach has the potential to investigate the
question of when equestrianism emerged in Mongolia. This study contributes to this
investigation using human skeletal remains, which are largely absent from zooarchaeological
studies. To understand the methods used for this study, the following chapter will provide an
overview of research pertaining to entheseal changes as well as an introduction to the sample
population that underwent analysis.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Osteological methods form the primary means of analysis for this bioarchaeological
study, including a number of standard methods as well as ones that are more specialized. This
chapter is divided into three main sections: materials used in the study, bioarchaeological
techniques, and statistical methods used for analysis. The main method of analysis of this
research centers on entheseal changes and a detailed overview of how entheses are scored in
previous studies are discussed in the second section of this chapter along with the exact method
on how entheses were scored during this project. This is followed by an overview of the
statistical methods used to analyze the data of this research.

3.1

Materials

The collection of skeletal data for this study was carried out in two stages. The first stage
took place during May and June of 2017 during field excavations near the town of Züünkhangai,
the municipal capital of Züünkhangai soum (soum is a Mongolian region of administration
similar to that of a county), located in Uvs aimag (aimag roughly being the equivalent of a
province) in northwestern Mongolia. This stage of study took place in the context of the Western
Mongolia Archaeology Project (WMAP), a project directed by Drs. Jean-Luc Houle (Western
Kentucky University) and Jamsranjav Bayarsaikhan (National Museum of Mongolia). The
WMAP team excavated five burials ranging from the Early Bronze Age to the Xiongnu period. I
analyzed all human remains recovered from the burials to evaluate if any individuals were
compatible to be included in this study. One Xiongnu individual was preserved well enough to
be included in this study and is now housed at the National Museum of Mongolia.
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The second stage of data collection took place in July and August 2017 at the National
University of Mongolia (NUM), located in Ulaanbaatar. Permission to access the university’s
human skeletal remains collection was given by Dr. Tumen Dashtseveg, who sponsored this
study’s research at NUM. From the collection, a number of individuals from the Early/Middle
Bronze Age (EBA/MBA), Late Bronze/Early Iron Age (LBA/EIA), and Xiongnu period were
selected for analysis. Individuals were selected to be included in the study based on a series of
requirements: (1) good preservation of either the cranium or os coxae to ensure precise
estimations of age-at-death and sex, (2) good preservation and presence of at least 75% of the
long bones that form the upper and lower limbs, (3) good preservation and presence of at least
75% of fibrocartilaginous entheses located on the upper and lower limbs, and (4) age estimated
to be adult. From NUM, 153 individuals were inspected for selection. After this selection process
was accomplished, a total sample population size of 53 individuals from the NUM collection met
the study’s requirements. Therefore, with the addition of the sole Xiongnu individual from
Züünkhangai, the total sample size used for this study numbered 54 individuals. The methods of
data collection used for this sample population is described in the following sections.

3.2

Regional Demographics

The individuals included in this study, while all housed in the same collection at the
NUM, were originally recovered via archaeological excavations at multiple sites. By having
individuals spread across the country, it furthers this study’s goal in providing a general
sampling of the levels of entheseal changes that affected the populations of the Bronze and Iron
Age. However, as will be seen shortly, there are sample biases that exist in this study and that
must be considered while examining the results. A list of aimags (Table 3.1) that had an
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individual(s) included in the study makes it clear that there are regional biases. The size of the
sample population is due to the state of preservation rather than the number of Bronze and Iron
Age individuals housed at NUM. Figure 3.1 offers a detailed look at the provenance of the
samples.

Figure 3.1 Highlighted aimags represented in the sample population.
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Table 3.1 Geographic Distribution of Sample Population
Aimag

n

Associated Period

Arkhangai

9

Xiongnu

Bayankhongor

1

Xiongnu

Bayan-Ölgii

1

Xiongnu

2

EBA/MBA

3

Xiongnu

2

EBA/MBA

2

Xiongnu

3

EBA/MBA

1

Xiongnu

5

Xiongnu

3

EBA/MBA

1

LBA/EIA

1

Xiongnu

1

EBA/MBA

3

Xiongnu

Bulgan

Khentii

Khovd
Darkhan-Uul
Sükhbaatar
Töv
Övörkhangai

Uvs

15 LBA/EIA
1

Xiongnu

This geographical information shows that there exist a few regions unrepresented in this
study. Perhaps the most striking example of this is the lack of individuals from the Gobi Desert,
which consists of the aimags Govi-Altai, Ömnögovi, Dundgovi, and Dornogovi. Additionally,
the spread of periods is also restricted. Uvs, for example, provides all but one of the LBA/EIA
individuals included in the sample population. These are important factors to account for as they
do influence the results and affect any interpretations of the results. Nevertheless, as an
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exploratory study, the sample population present is adequate for observing instances of entheseal
changes among the periods represented and if such changes may be indicative of activity
associated with higher levels of repetitive physical activity.

3.3

Bioarchaeological Methods

3.3.1 Standard Osteological Procedures
A number of basic osteological analyses were conducted on the skeletal remains studied
in this project. These analyses can be categorized as the following: age-at-death estimation, sex
assessment, trauma observation, osteoarthritis observation, and other pathological observations.
All of these analyses followed standard procedures as outlined in the works by Buikstra and
Ubelaker (1994) as well as White and Folkens (2005).
3.3.1.1 Age-at-Death Estimation
The first analysis conducted on each individual was age-at-death estimation. In this study,
nonmetric methods were used in order to secure an estimate of age-at-death. The os coxae were
the primary bones used for estimation, using the methods developed by Brooks and Suchey
(1990) as well as Lovejoy and colleagues (1985), as cited in Buikstra and Ubelaker (1994) and
White and Folkens (2005), respectively. The Suchy-Brooks method involves the identification of
morphological changes due to age affecting the pubic symphyses. The method categorizes six
distinct “phases”, each correlating to a particular age range. As the pubic symphyses are
relatively delicate compared to other parts of the os coxae, only individuals that had well
preserved symphyses could be included in this study. To gain a second estimation, the method
developed by Lovejoy and colleagues was used (1985). This method is another that relies on
morphological phases, relying on the observation of eight distinct phases of changes to the
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preauricular surfaces. Each phase of this method is also correlated to certain age ranges. If the os
coxae were absent or poorly preserved for an individual who otherwise displayed well preserved
limbs, the cranium would be examined to assess an estimate of age-at-death. To this end, suture
closure for both ectocranial and endocranial sutures were examined and scored according to the
guidelines provided by Buikstra and Ubelaker (1994:32–33). This study separated the individuals
into three age groups: Young Adult (20–34 years old), Middle Adult (35–49 years old), and Old
Adult (50+ years old). These age groups correspond to those outlined by Buikstra and Ubelaker
(1994:36). No individuals of indeterminate age are present in this study.
3.3.1.2 Sex Assessment
Before the discussion of which methods were used to categorize sex in this study, it
should be noted that while the individuals in the study may have been placed into sex groups
such as male and female, I do not claim that any method used in this study to be thoroughly
deterministic of sex. Regarding sex as an “either...or” category is problematic on a cultural and
biological level (see Ainsworth 2015). As sex does not equate to gender, this study does not
attempt to make inferences on gender identities or gender roles (see Moore 2013).
For the majority of individuals in this study, three methods were used involving the os
coxae. First, the Phenice method was employed (see Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994:16–17; Phenice
1969; White and Folkens 2005:395–398). This technique is made up of three observations: the
ventral arc, subpubis concavity, and medial aspect of the ischiopubic ramus. The Phenice method
was then accompanied by analyses of differences in size of the greater sciatic notch as well as
the presence or absence of the preauricular sulcus (see Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994:18–19).
Whenever possible, both the left and right os coxa were examined to compare results and obtain
an average estimate. For individuals who had well-preserved entheses but either had poorly
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preserved or absent os coxae, the skull was used to assess sex. In these cases, the cranium and
mandible were scored using the method developed by Acsádi and Nemeskéri (1970), as cited by
Buikstra and Ubelaker (1994:19–21).
3.3.1.3 Trauma
Signs of antemortem trauma were noted if located on either the upper or lower limbs,
which would possibly interfere and cause substantially more error in assessing entheseal
changes. Examples of this would be healed or partially healed fractures or breaks, or blunt force
or sharp force trauma. Postmortem damage was noted, and often involved damage caused by
weathering, soil acidity, or animal interference (Batbileg Dashpeljee, personal communication
2017). No instances of perimortem damage were observed in this study.
3.3.1.4 Osteoarthritis
While osteoarthritis is associated with activity (e.g. Eng 2016; Jurmain et al 2012;
Schrader 2012; Steen and Lane 1998; Weiss 2009), entheseal scoring can be skewed and/or
misidentified due to its presence. Arthritic traits, such as the severity of lipping, can affect the
scoring of entheseal changes. Therefore, any osteoarthritis observed on the upper or lower limbs
was recorded. The part of this study’s population was included in an osteoarthritis study by Eng
(2016), who showed that there were very few to no statistically significant differences between
the individuals included in her sample population from NUM (2016:178–179).
3.3.2 Method for Scoring Entheses
Entheses refer to the regions where tendons and ligaments attach directly to bone
(Benjamin et al 2002). The biomechanical function of an enthesis is to “[ensure] that the
contractile forces generated by the muscle belly are transmitted to the skeleton…the structure of
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tendon entheses relates to the need to dissipate stress away from the [muscle] and into the tendon
and/or bone itself” (Benjamin et al 2002:931). Thus, entheses serve as muscle attachment sites
that act as stress relievers for the muscles, using the structural support of the skeleton as an
anchor for muscle-induced stress, though it is to be noted that not all muscles have tendons and
that not all tendons have entheses (Benjamin et al 2002:932). This stress ultimately can leave
markings on the bone where these tendons attach, allowing one to “read” the activity of the bone
(Benjamin et al 2002:938). The process in which stress causes physical alterations to an enthesis
is called entheseal remodeling. These alterations have the possibility of being scored and
statistically analyzed by bioarchaeologists, and the following section serves as an overview of
how previous studies have developed methods and attempted to better understand the activity
patterns of past cultures.
3.3.2.1 Previous Entheseal Studies
Hawkey and Merbs (1995) conducted one of the first archaeological attempts to score
entheseal changes, assuming that habitual activity would leave physical traces on archaeological
human skeletal remains due to the stress caused by repeated muscle use. With this developed
method, a number of activity marker studies using Hawkey and Merbs’ method or revised
versions of it subsequently followed (e.g. Lieverse et al 2009; Molnar 2006, 2010; Molar et al
2011; Chapman 1997; Peterson 1998, 2010; Schrader 2012, 2013; Steen and Lane 1998; Villotte
et al 2010). One major criticism of these methods was that they failed to compose an agreed
upon system of scoring that displayed repeatability, often causing multiple observers to have
various results even while evaluating the same samples (see Davis et al 2013). This more recent
critique seems to counter initial studies stating that inter- and intra-observer error was for the
most part negligible (Hawkey and Merbs 1995:327; Peterson 1998; Steen and Lane 1998:347).
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Following bioarchaeology’s interest in entheseal changes after Hawkey and Merbs brought it
into the field’s attention, a number of studies branched out seeking to refine the method (see
Jurmain et al 2012 for a review of these studies). Some studies created new methods that
included additional detailed observations of entheses in an attempt to reduce observer error and
increase repeatability (see Villotte et al 2010; Villotte and Knüsel 2013). Others brought up the
implication that by not accounting for body size, many of these studies were incorrectly
assuming statistically significant differences between muscle stress and sex (see Weiss 2003,
2004, 2009). Even with this method created, some continued to use their own visual inspections
to suggest differences in labor among cultural populations (e.g. Miles 1996, 1999). These various
methods eventually were reviewed, which resulted in the creation of a new method of analysis
for entheseal changes and which forms the primary method in this study.
3.3.2.2 The Coimbra Method
This study follows the guidelines as outlined by Henderson and colleagues (2016) using
the “Coimbra method”, the recently established method that is meant to form a new and refined
means of scoring cases of entheseal changes. When the technique was originally proposed, it was
illustrated to be a method of entheseal analysis that displayed a level of repeatability that was not
demonstrated with earlier method models (Henderson et al 2013). The Coimbra method
uniformly defines physical features observed on entheses in order for each enthesis to be
analyzed through the same set of rules as every other enthesis (Henderson et al 2013, 2016).
Indeed, this places the focus on the specific features of an enthesis rather than overall robusticity
(see Hawkey and Merbs 1995). In addition, the Coimbra method discourages for more subjective
and overreaching assumptions to be made about a population’s particular activity patterns, as
will be discussed in the next section. To be sure, while a researcher may wish to seek out specific
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habitual activities, the creators of the method specifically discourage such studies, as there is still
not a full understanding of the correlation between specific activities and instances of entheseal
changes, especially when comparing activity with age (Henderson et al 2016:931).
Following the standards outlined in the Coimbra method (Henderson et al 2016), each
enthesis’ features were observed and scored. A breakdown of these features can be found in the
following table (Table 3.2). Each enthesis is separated into two zones, each with their own
associated features. Zone 1 is the most well-defined margin of an enthesis, while zone 2 is the
surface and remaining margin of an enthesis (Henderson et al 2013:154, 2016:928). An
illustration of how these zones are divided can be seen in the following figure (Figure 3.2). Each
feature was scored on a 0–2 scale representing degrees of expression. The exception to this is
TC, which is scored on a 0–1 scale. A concise explanation of how each feature is scored and the
meaning of each degree of expression can be found in the method outline (see Henderson et al
2016:Table 1).

Figure 3.2 Zones of an enthesis (Right M. subscapularis). Zone 1 represents the
margin and Zone 2 the surface (Photo credit: Matthew R. Fuka).
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Table 3.2 Zones and features of an enthesis
Zone

Feature

Abbreviation

Zone 1 Bone formation

BF Z1

Zone 1 Erosion

ER Z1

Zone 2 Textural change TC
Zone 2 Bone formation

BF Z2

Zone 2 Erosion

ER Z2

Zone 2 Fine porosity

FPO

Zone 2 Macro-porosity

MPO

Zone 2 Cavitation

CA

Regions on the body that were the focus of entheseal analysis were confined to the major
regions of the upper and lower limbs. These regions consist of the composite muscle groups of
the shoulder, elbow, wrist, hip, and knee. Bones that were examined were the humerus, ulna,
radius, femur, patella, tibia, and fibula. Whenever possible, both the right and left bones were
examined. Entheses selected for analysis are listed in the following table (Table 3.3). Only
fibrocartilaginous entheses were scored. Fibrous entheses respond differently to mechanical
stress and therefore cannot be scored using the same method of analysis (Jurmain et al 2012:541;
Villotte and Knüsel 2013:137). Fibrocartilaginous entheses are advantageous for the study of
activity as calcified fibrocartilage allows for the identification of the features listed in Table 3.2,
whereas it remains unclear how to effectively score changes in fibrous entheses as these
alterations “do not indicate the same phenomena” compared to fibrocartilaginous entheses
(Villotte and Knüsel 2013:137). Moreover, the Coimbra method is specifically to be used for the
scoring of fibrocartilaginous entheses (Henderson et al 2016).
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Table 3.3 Entheses included in analysis
Limb orientation
Upper

Lower

M. supraspinatus

M. gluteus minimus

M. infraspinatus

M. gluteus medius

M. subscapularis

M. iliopsoas

M. teres minor

M. semitendinosus

Common extensors M. semimembranosus
Common flexors

M. quadriceps femoris

M. triceps brachii

M. biceps femoris

M. brachialis

M. gastrocnemius

M. biceps brachii
M. brachioradialis

3.3.2.3 Body Size
One critique of the analysis of entheseal changes is that researchers often fall into the
same pitfall of misinterpreting statistical differences between sexes. Often, researchers will make
the assumptions that sexual differences in labor exist, as these differences appear to be so-called
statistically significant (Weiss 2003:230–231, 2004:232, 2009:25). To rectify this, it is important
to account for body size for each individual so that later data analysis does not lead to these
misinterpreted differences in labor. In other words, “controlling for age and body size are
important to avoid mis-constructing of activities and de-emphasizing the importance of female
labor” (Weiss 2009:26). In order to account for body size in this study, a combination of
osteological and statistical methods was used. First, the humerus, femur, and tibia were measured
according to the guidelines provided by Buikstra and Ubelaker (1994) as well as Weiss (2003,
2004). These measurements included maximum bone length, head diameter, and epicondylar
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breadth for humeri and femora, and maximum bone length, proximal epiphyseal breadth, and
distal epiphyseal breadth for the tibiae. As the method described by Weiss (2003, 2004) relates to
analyses dealing with the Hawkey and Merbs (1995) method of entheseal robusticity,
modifications had to be made in order to account for the different scoring system used by the
Coimbra method. To achieve this, the non-parametric method of data binning was used (see
Barlow 1989). Specifically, the system of binning used in this study was adopted from
Schrader’s (2013) method for accounting for body size when analyzing entheseal changes. This
system organizes the sample population into three groups: small, medium, and large. As outlined
by Schrader (2013), the sexes were compared to each other within the same body size group
(2013:94). These comparisons can be illustrated as such: small males::small females, medium
males::medium females, large males::large females. Following measurement procedures outlined
by Buikstra and Ubelaker (1994) as well as Weiss (2003, 2004), the humerus, femur, and tibia
were measured using sliding calipers and an osteometric board. Only the lengths of the humerus
and femur were necessary to segregate differing body sizes to use in data analysis, as outlined by
the binning technique developed by Schrader (2013). These body size groupings were calculated
by statistical means, to be covered in the following section.

3.4

Statistical Methods

All statistical procedures and analyses were conducted using the statistical program SAS
(version 9.4). Before the completion of entheseal data analysis, body size had to be accounted for
using the rank procedure in SAS. This procedure specifically sorted the individuals into equally
distributed bins, or groups, which resulted in the creation of three body size groupings defined by
both humerus and femur length. Following the procedure, the groups as defined by humerus
length were small (272–307 mm), medium (308–320 mm), and large (321–351 mm). The groups
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defined by femur length were small (370–425 mm), medium (425–457 mm), and large (458–496
mm). These groups’ thresholds were determined through the rank procedure run in SAS using
the minimum and maximum measurements (272, 351 mm for humerus; 370, 496 mm for femur).
With a total sample size of 53 individuals appropriate for entheseal analysis, statistical
analyses include calculating the grand mean of each composite muscle group (separately by side)
and applying factorial ANOVAs in order to test for associations between entheseal scores and
period, while stratifying for the different combinations of age, sex, side, and body size. A
factorial ANOVA is an appropriate test to use when testing for associations between multiple
variables consisting of both continuous and categorical data (Gamst et al 2008; Kutner et al
2005; Sokal and Rohlf 2012; Woods et al 1996). The models used in SAS are appropriate for
entheseal analysis using residual diagnostics (see Kutner et al 2005).
The hypotheses that form the basis of analysis are H0: there are no statistically significant
differences in entheseal scores between any variables, and H1: there are statistically significant
differences in entheseal scores between at least one set of variables. The alpha (α) was set at α =
0.05. Therefore, statistically significant differences between variables were signaled by p-values
equaling p ≤ 0.05. After running each ANOVA, the Tukey-Kramer adjustment test was
conducted in order to run post hoc analyses to confirm the presence or lack thereof significant
differences between variables by accounting for multiple pairwise comparisons. In this way,
multiple variables could be compared against one another so that the overall alpha is still
controlled at 0.05 for multiple hypothesis testing. In the following chapter, the results of these
osteological and statistical methods are illustrated and explained. The results reveal an
interesting pattern that may be suggestive of the emergence of horse riding beginning in the
LBA/EIA.
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RESULTS

4.1

Age, Sex, and Body Size Demographics

The first osteological analyses performed on the sample population was to determine ageat-death and sex of each individual. For these analyses, 54 individuals were examined. One
individual (AT-267) was of indeterminate sex, and as the only member forming this sex
category, is not included in the analysis as to avoid potential skewing of the results. Table 4.1
displays age-at-death demographics of the total sample population. While each age group is
approximately equal in number of individuals, separating each period from one another reveals
some skew, though the skew is statistically insignificant (see Figure 4.1). The LBA/EIA has a
large number of old adults compared to the other periods, while the Xiongnu period is
overrepresented by young adults. Likewise, the EBA/MBA has only two old adults represented
in its sample.

Table 4.1 Period Distribution of Age-at-Death
Age-at-Death EBA/MBA LBA/EIA Xiongnu
Total
4
5
11
20
Young Adult
7.55%
9.43%
20.75% 37.74%
5
2
10
17
Middle Adult
9.43%
3.77%
18.87% 32.08%
2
9
5
16
Old Adult
3.77%
16.98%
9.43%
30.19%
11
16
26
53
Total
20.75%
30.19%
49.06% 100.00%
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Figure 4.1 Frequency Count of Age-at-Death by Period

With regard to sex, Table 4.2 illustrates sample bias between male and female, with
female individuals only numbering 19 out of 53, or 35.8%, compared to 34 male individuals that
comprise the remaining 64.2% of the sample population. This disparity in number is evident in
the LBA/EIA sample, where approximately 8% of the population is female. Figure 4.2 provides
a better visual display of sex differences between periods. These are important factors to
consider when examining comparisons of levels of entheseal changes between the sexes as there
does not exist as large a sample pool to take from female individuals as there is for the male
individuals in each period.
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Table 4.2 Period Distribution of Sex
Sex

EBA/MBA LBA/EIA Xiongnu
Total
6
12
16
34
Male
11.32%
22.64%
30.19% 64.15%
5
4
10
19
Female
9.43%
7.55%
18.87% 35.85%
11
16
26
53
Total
20.75%
30.19%
49.06% 100.00%

Figure 4.2 Frequency Count of Sex by Period

Body size is separated into two datasets: body size determined by humerus length and
body size determined by femur length (see Table 4.3 and Table 4.4). Postmortem damage of one
individual (AT-674) unfortunately did not allow for accurate bone length measurements, and
therefore had to be omitted from body size binning and corresponding analyses testing for
associations between body size and entheseal scores.
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Table 4.3 Body size determined by humerus length
Body Size

EBA/MBA LBA/EIA Xiongnu
Total
4
3
5
12
Small Female
7.69%
5.77%
9.62%
23.08%
0
1
5
6
Medium Female
0.00%
1.92%
9.62%
11.54%
1
1
3
5
Small Male
1.92%
1.92%
5.77%
9.62%
2
7
3
12
Medium Male
3.85%
13.46%
5.77%
23.08%
3
4
10
17
Large Male
5.77%
7.69%
19.23% 32.69%
10
16
26
52
Total
19.23%
30.77%
50.00% 100.00%

Table 4.4 Body size determined by femur length
Body Size

EBA/MBA LBA/EIA Xiongnu
Total
4
4
6
14
Small Female
7.69%
7.69%
11.54% 26.92%
0
0
4
4
Medium Female
0.00%
0.00%
7.69%
7.69%
0
0
3
3
Small Male
0.00%
0.00%
5.77%
5.77%
1
5
8
14
Medium Male
1.92%
7.69%
15.38% 26.92%
5
7
5
17
Large Male
9.62%
13.46%
9.62%
32.69%
10
16
26
52
Total
19.23%
30.77%
50.00% 100.00%

As shown by the tables, when controlling for either humerus or femur length, individuals
place differently in each period. This fluctuation appears to affect the categories of small female
and large male the most. It is for this reason why this study makes use of both body size datasets
instead of choosing one as the results illustrate that individuals bin differently when accounting
for humeri or femora.
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4.2

Entheseal Analysis

4.2.1 Entheseal Changes Across Periods
A factorial ANOVA was conducted in order to determine if any of the three time periods
included suggests any positive associations with entheseal changes when compared to one
another (see Table 4.5). Each composite muscle group is listed in the table by associated joint.

Table 4.5 Entheseal Changes Associated with Period
EBA/MBA
Left
n
Shoulder

̅
𝒙

Right
n

n

̅
𝒙

n

̅
𝒙

(14)

0.129

Left
n

̅
𝒙

Right
n

̅
𝒙

Left

Right

Collective P-value
0.6565

Elbow

(11) 0.070 (11) 0.133 (15) 0.187* (15) 0.238* (26) 0.082 (26) 0.063

0.0003

<0.0001

Wrist

(7) 0.089

(23) 0.119 (24) 0.125

0.5409

0.9051

(11) 0.092 (11) 0.126 (16) 0.236* (16) 0.219* (25) 0.082 (25) 0.107

0.0037

0.0389

(11) 0.069 (11) 0.090 (16) 0.078

0.7544

0.1471

(8)

0.091 (15) 0.171

Right

0.1007

Knee

(9)

̅
𝒙

Left

Xiongnu Period

(21) 0.090 (25) 0.105

Hip

(9) 0.110

LBA/EIA

0.141 (12) 0.156

(8)

(16)

0.141

0.127

(26) 0.062 (26) 0.081

Total means rounded to the nearest thousandth. Mean values with a (*) signify
positive association with entheseal changes. P-values of significant difference
(≤0.05) emphasized in bold.

As is illustrated, the higher entheseal scores are generally present throughout the
LBA/EIA sample, while the lowest scores are relatively located in the Xiongnu sample. Two
composite muscle groups, those associated with the elbows and hips, show statistically
significant differences when compared to that of the other two periods. This statistical
significance holds when applying a post hoc analysis consisting of Tukey-Kramer adjustment
tests. While these results indicate the LBA/EIA having substantially higher entheseal scores
across all composite muscle groups, it is necessary to examine which variables cause such an
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increase in entheseal changes compared to the EBA/MBA and Xiongnu sample populations.
These variables consist of age-at-death, sex, and body size.
4.2.2 Results Affecting Age
A factorial ANOVA was used to determine associations between age groups and
entheseal scores among the sample population (see Table 4.6). Each composite muscle group is
listed in the table by associated joint.
The results show statistically significant differences affecting both the left and right
elbows of middle and old adults. When considering the levels of entheseal scores between the
age groups separated by period (see Figure 4.3), the results suggest the typical outcome of
entheseal changes when associated with age; entheseal changes increase in severity with age
(Cardoso and Henderson 2010; Chapman 1997; Jurmain et al 2012; Lieverse et al 2009; Molnar
et al 2011; Robb 1998; Schrader 2012; Villotte et al 2010).

Table 4.6 Age p-values associated with entheseal changes by joint

Total means rounded to the nearest thousandth. P-values of significant difference (≤0.05) emphasized in bold.
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Figure 4.3 Entheseal changes of the elbows across period by age.
The typical pattern associated with entheseal changes and age is illustrated in Figure 4.4,
displaying the grand mean of entheseal scores of both elbows, the only joint that has p-values
under 0.05 present. The slightly higher number of young adults showing higher scores than old
adults in the Xiongnu period is likely due to there being a larger quantity of young adults in the
Xiongnu sample.
4.2.3 Results Affecting Sex
A factorial ANOVA was used to determine associations between sex and entheseal scores
among the sample population (see Table 4.7). Note that like the results of age, composite muscle
groups are listed by associated joint.
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Table 4.7 Sex p-values associated with entheseal changes by joint
Male
Left
N

̅
𝒙

Female
Right

P-value

n

̅
𝒙

Left

Right

P-value

n

̅
𝒙

P-value

n

̅
𝒙

P-value

Shoulder

(29) 0.120

0.0977

(31) 0.115

0.2632

(16)

0.122

0.9209

(17) 0.099

0.2902

Elbow

(33) 0.111

0.0173

(33) 0.142

0.0003

(19)

0.107

0.0087

(19) 0.104

0.1540

Wrist

(26) 0.125

0.8554

(24) 0.156

0.8423

(16)

0.125

0.1365

(16) 0.094

0.7895

Hip

(33) 0.145

0.0149

(33) 0.157

0.0838

(19)

0.109

0.3814

(19) 0.125

0.1379

Knee

(34) 0.076

0.9180

(34) 0.099

0.3794

(19)

0.055

0.7807

(19) 0.092

0.1957

Total means rounded to the nearest thousandth. P-values of significant difference
(≤0.05) emphasized in bold.

Figure 4.4 Entheseal scores of the elbows between sexes and across period.
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Figure 4.5 Entheseal scores of the hips between sexes and across period.

Examining differences between sex within and across periods results in statistically
significant differences identified in the elbows in both sexes and the hip among male individuals.
Further analysis, as shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, illustrates increased instances of entheseal
changes affecting these joints within the LBA/EIA sample population. In both cases, LBA/EIA
male individuals appear to have the more substantial levels of entheseal changes. These results
do not account for body size, however, and therefore separate analysis was accomplished in
order to examine the effect that entheseal changes would have on body size.
4.2.4 Results Affecting Body Size
Following the same steps as the analyses involving age-at-death and sex, body size was
examined to see which individuals would be more susceptible to higher or lower instances of
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entheseal scoring as overall bone robusticity caused by larger body size can cause entheseal
changes to be misidentified by researchers (Schrader 2013; Weiss 2003, 2004). The results of
this analysis are shown in Table 4.8. Note that no female individuals placed into the “large” body
size category. Also, note that some individuals did not place in the same body size category
when accounting for humerus length or femur length. As is shown, the sexes are more segregated
in body size when examining the lower limb joints.

Table 4.8 Entheseal Changes Affected by Body Size

Total means rounded to the nearest thousandth. P-values of significant difference (≤0.05) emphasized in bold.
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As is shown in Table 4.8, only the left elbow of female individuals of the “small” body
size category has a p-value reflecting statistically significant difference among females. The
entheseal scores affecting the elbows of the female group are shown in Figure 4.6. Table 4.8
indicates a number of significant differences affect male individuals belonging to the “large”
body size category. Both elbows, as well as the left shoulder and hip, are affected in this regard.
Entheseal scores for these affected limbs are shown in Figures 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9. The limbs most
affected by entheseal changes follow a similar pattern as seen in the analysis comparing sexes
without controlling for body size. The results also show that small female individuals and large
male individuals are the two groups that show the only cases of significant difference.

Figure 4.6 Entheseal changes affecting the elbows of small and medium females.
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Results show that small female individuals have consistently greater entheseal scores
than their medium female counterparts. However, it can be easily identified that the small body
size category among females consists of the majority of the female population in all three
periods. Due to such a low quantity of medium—and the complete absence of large—female
individuals, there is not much that can be said on whether small females are disproportionally
affected by entheseal changes. What can be said is that the results suggest that LBA/EIA females
have higher instances of entheseal changes of the elbow than do the other periods.

Figure 4.7 Entheseal changes affecting the shoulders of males of all body sizes.

The results of the shoulder among males show various differences in how individuals of
differing body sizes are affected by entheseal changes across periods. Medium male individuals
of the EBA/MBA show higher entheseal scores than small and large males of the same period,
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while for the remaining periods, males of all sizes generally have the same scores. The relatively
high number of outlying Xiongnu individuals should also be acknowledged as factors that
influence the total means of the Xiongnu body size categories. The Xiongnu population suggests
that the individuals in the population consistently received similar scores to one another, which is
why there is not as much variation in entheseal scores indicated for the period.

Figure 4.8 Entheseal changes affecting the elbows of males of all body sizes.

The results of male elbows show a pattern of small males having the lowest entheseal
scores while medium and larger males have higher scores. Unlike what is to be expected,
however, large males do not display scores much higher than medium males. As shown in Table
4.7, both the right and left elbows of large males suggest a significant difference, and this can be
most clearly illustrated by the LBA/EIA population. It is important to note that while there
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existed no females in the large body size category, comparing Figures 4.6 and 4.8 show male and
female individuals from the same periods having approximately the same entheseal scores,
indicating a similar level of entheseal changes affecting both sexes.

Figure 4.9 Entheseal changes affecting the hips of males of all body sizes.

An important feature to note from Figure 4.9 is that there exist no small males in the
EBA/MBA or LBA/EIA populations when body size is determined by femur length. Large males
have higher associations with increases in entheseal changes in the LBA/EIA compared to other
periods. On the other hand, it is the small males among the Xiongnu population that have
consistently higher entheseal scores, though not at a level that is significantly different from
medium and large Xiongnu males.
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Overall the results of entheseal changes affecting body size suggest that while generally
larger individuals of the male sex have consistently higher entheseal scores, the opposite appears
to be true among females as the smaller individuals have higher entheseal scores, though this is
only true concerning pairwise comparisons regarding the elbow. One pattern that remains
through each these results involving age-at-death, sex, and body size is that the elbow and hip
joints show a significant difference in the form of these two joints having a positive association
with the variables of the study.
These exploratory results offer an exciting opportunity to examine general trends in
activity patterns starting from the Early Bronze Age to the Xiongnu period. Such trends offer
insight into the practice of horse riding, especially when paired with previous zooarchaeological
works on the introduction of horse riding in Mongolia. The next chapter acts as an interpretation
of the results as well as opening the discussion for future steps and research that needs to take
place to further develop this exploratory study.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The results of this study open up exciting new avenues of discussion about the transition
from the egalitarian Bronze Age to the sociopolitically complex Xiongnu period. As the results
show, the LBA/EIA population consistently has a positive association of entheseal changes and
that this association indicates statistically significant differences between periods. The general
interpretation that can be drawn from this is the LBA/EIA has higher instances of entheseal
changes associated with higher levels of repetitive physical activity. What is of considerable
interest, however, is these results suggest the introduction of horse riding in Mongolia during the
LBA/EIA. This chapter begins with a discussion of the general interpretations of the results,
examining each variable separately. A discussion of horse riding patterns suggested by the
results draws parallels with previous studies that support this possibility. This topic on horse
riding then broadens and the potential sociopolitical impacts of horse riding in Mongolia as
evident by the mortuary landscape is considered. Lastly, a brief explanation of what future
directions can be taken to continue this study is discussed before concluding remarks are made.

5.1

General Interpretations

The statistical results testing for associations between entheseal changes and period show
the LBA/EIA has the highest instances of entheseal changes. The results of the EBA/MBA and
Xiongnu period indicate similar levels of entheseal changes to each other. These associations
remain after conducting post hoc analyses comprised of Tukey-Kramer adjustment tests which
determined if statistically significant p-values held a value of α ≤ 0.05 during pairwise
comparisons. The muscle groups that make up both elbows and hips are noted for consistently
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having a p-value lower than the alpha level of 0.05 attributed to them. This pattern applies to the
other variables tested as well.
Generally, the statistical results provide the expected outcomes in regard to age-at-death,
sex, and body size. Overall, older individuals had greater instances of entheseal changes than
younger individuals. This result is to be expected when analyzing differences in entheseal
changes between age groups (Henderson and Cardoso 2013; Henderson et al 2012, 2016;
Jurmain et al 2012; Weiss 2009). Male individuals have generally higher instances of entheseal
changes than female individuals, and this relationship holds when accounting for body size as
large male individuals have the highest entheseal scores while small female individuals generally
have the lowest scores. Again, this is to be expected, especially since body size is known to
affect entheseal scores during analysis (Weiss 2003, 2004, 2009). No further discussion on
sexual differences can continue without further mortuary or ethnoarchaeological data (see Weiss
et al 2012). Without such data, no specific occupational activities related to age or sex can be
interpreted with the results presented here. However, there does exist a pattern when accounting
for the only three muscle groups that are signaled as showing statistically significant differences
when the three periods are compared. These muscle groups form the joints of the shoulder,
elbow, and hip, and mostly affect the male individuals from the LBA/EIA sample population.
These specific muscle groups show a positive association in the LBA/EIA, which is suggestive
of the emergence of horse riding during this period.

5.2

Evidence of Horse Riding in the Late Bronze Age

There are three areas of evidence that support the hypothesis that the development of
horse riding on the Mongolian Steppe took place during the LBA/EIA. Previous research on
ritual deposits at LBA/EIA burials, especially horsehead mounds found at khirigsuurs and deer
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stone complexes, point towards the domestication of horses (e.g. Allard and Erdenebaatar 2005;
Allard et al 2006; Fitzhugh 2009a, 2009b; Fitzhugh and Bayarsaikhan 2011; Frohlich et al 2008;
Honeychurch et al 2009; Honeychurch and Amartuvshin 2011; Houle 2009, 2016; Houle and
Erdenebaatar 2009; Johannesson 2015; Makarewicz et al 2018; Taylor et al 2015; Taylor 2017;
Taylor et al 2017; Wright 2014). Studies investigating the spatial relationship between mobility
and placement of mortuary structures also appear to suggest the development of horse riding in
this period (Allard et al 2006; Seitsonen et al 2014). These studies indicate that the placement of
khirigsuur clusters is spatially approximately a day’s ride on horseback apart from one another,
suggesting the structures may have served the alternative function of travel markers (Allard et al
2006; Seitsonen et al 2014). Recent zooarchaeological studies provide skeletal and material
evidence suggesting that horses from the LBA/EIA were used as modes of transportation (Taylor
et al 2015; Taylor et al 2016; Taylor 2017; Taylor et al 2017; Taylor and Tuvshinjargel 2018;
Taylor et al 2018). The pattern of entheseal changes observed from this study’s results add to
these previous studies’ understanding of the effects of horse riding and allow for an
interpretation that situates the development of horse riding in Mongolia appearing in the
LBA/EIA.
5.2.1 Ethnoarchaeological Evidence
Demonstrating associations between entheseal changes and patterns of repeated physical
activity is relatively uncommon for an exploratory study (Henderson and Cardoso 2013:130).
However, such studies, when carried out in a cautious manner, can result in patterns and
relationships between entheseal changes and activity patterns (Havelková et al 2013; Henderson
and Cardoso 2013; Meyer et al 2011; Molleson 2007). To avoid conjecture, this study
incorporates a recent ethnoarchaeological study conducted in Mongolia to serve as a comparative
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model. This recent study involved analyzing the riding technique of present-day Mongolian
horse riders and the areas of the steeds’ bodies that are repeatedly used during riding (Taylor and
Tuvshinjargel 2018). Contemporary riders were found to primarily use their left arm to control
the reins, while the right hand often was used to hold equipment used in herding, such as a lasso
or lasso pole, or riding whip (Taylor and Tuvshinjargel 2018:135). Due to the fashion in which
bridles are attached to the horse, only the left hand is required for steering and rein control
(Taylor and Tuvshinjargel 2018:135–136). The term to describe this style of riding is left-handed
riding. Modern European riders share a similar style of riding, choosing to control the reins with
the non-dominant (usually the left) hand (Kuhnke et al 2010). Additionally, while most
contemporary Mongolian riders use stirrups (Taylor and Tuvshinjargel 2018:135), the hips of the
rider are used extensively in controlling the horse and retaining balance (William Taylor,
personal communication 2018). Osteological examination of left-handed riding results in horses
experiencing bony remodeling of the cranium that suggests left-sided asymmetry (Taylor and
Tuvshinjargel 2018). This asymmetry is found in Late Bronze and Iron Age horse crania as well
when the same methods are applied (Taylor and Tuvshinjargel 2018). In terms of charioteering,
Mongolian petroglyphs depict drivers holding a set of reins in each hand, and so horses would
not show the same level of asymmetry as ridden horses as there is no preference for the reins
being drawn to one particular side (Taylor and Tuvshinjargel 2018:138, 140). What this
zooarchaeological study shows is ethnoarchaeological and osteological evidence to suggest that
the left-handed riding style used by contemporary riders in Mongolia is similar to the style of
riding used during the Late Bronze and Iron Age due to the similar remodeling effects on horses
showing distinct left side asymmetry.
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5.2.2 Evidence from Entheseal Changes
This study suggests the presence of horse riding in the LBA/EIA sample population due
to the results concerning the composite muscle groups forming the elbow and hip joints. These
two muscle groups show statistically significant positive associations with entheseal changes.
When testing for associations between entheseal score and the variables of period, side, age-atdeath, sex, and body size, the elbow muscle groups indicated a statistically significant difference
that signaled a positive association with entheseal changes. A similar result occurs when
examining the hip muscle groups, except for testing against age-at-death. The only other muscle
group that appears as showing statistically significant differences is the left shoulder of largebodied males. It is also only in the LBA/EIA where any muscle group is signaled as having a
positive association. Upon examination of these results, a pattern emerges.
These muscle groups that show a statistically significant difference that indicates a
positive association with entheseal changes suggest a left side preference as the majority are
from the left side. One may argue that while this may be the case, the right-side muscle groups
composing the elbow and hip joints have higher total mean scores. Such a phenomenon may very
well be attributed to the right-handed preference of the individuals, however, although no
ANOVA testing for differences between sides shows any significant differences. The results of
this study show that the positive associations of the muscle groups of the left shoulder, left
elbow, and both hips suggest an activity pattern that is indicative of left-handed riding, the style
of riding observed among present-day Mongolian riders. This prevalence in entheseal changes
affecting muscle groups on the left side draws similarities with the ethnoarchaeological results of
the study conducted by Taylor and Tuvshinjargel (2018), which suggest reins are primarily
controlled via the left hand. The muscle groups that comprise the shoulder have the function of
rotating and extending the arm while those of the elbow serve the function of flexion at the
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elbow as well as supination and pronation of the forearm (Stone and Stone 2003). These muscle
mechanics are all motions required for riding and rein control (William Taylor, personal
communication 2018). It is tempting to draw comparisons to modern horses and those from the
Bronze and Iron Age that have bony remodeling caused by bridles (Taylor et al 2015; Taylor et
al 2016) and the left-sidedness of the remodeling (Taylor and Tuvshinjargel 2018). The muscle
groups forming the hip also make up an important part of identifying activity patterns that may
be associated with horse riding. Studies on modern horse riding note that repetitive riding causes
mechanical stress on the pelvis and spine (Biau et al 2013; de Cocq et al 2013; Nicol et al 2014;
Pugh and Bolin 2004; Tsirikos et al 2001; Zeng et al 2017). In archaeological contexts, signs of
mechanical pressure on the lower body, which may be attributed to horse riding, involve
vertebral and femoral pathologies (e.g. Khudaverdyan et al 2016; Molleson 2007; Sandness and
Reinhard 1992; Wescott 2008). The primary functions of the hip muscle groups are flexion and
stabilization of the hip joint as well as external and internal hip rotation (Stone and Stone 2003).
These mechanical functions are necessary as riders use their hips to maintain balance while
riding (de Cocq et al 2013; Taylor and Tuvshinjargel 2018). Using one’s hips to balance while
riding, at least at a trot, indicates that shock absorption due to the force when the horse makes
contact with the ground may be increased, allowing for more efficient riding (de Cocq et al
2013). Maintaining balance becomes necessary when one is riding without the assistance of
stirrups or saddlery (William Taylor, personal communication 2018). Due to these reasons, I
hypothesize that this combination of entheseal changes positively associated with the left
shoulder and elbow as well as both hips shows a pattern that suggests repeated and regular horse
riding. Concerning the entheseal changes of the right elbow, the right hand often functions to use
herding equipment (Taylor and Tuvshinjargel 2018). It could also be evidence of chariot usage
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as Mongolian petroglyphs often depict chariot drivers using both hands to control the reins of the
horses (Taylor and Tuvshinjargel 2018). However, given that the right arm is rarely used in
contemporary Mongolian horse riding, the entheseal changes affecting the right elbow may be
caused by a variety of activities. Therefore, there is not enough mortuary or ethnoarchaeological
data to speculate further on the usage of right—and presumedly—dominate arm. These entheseal
changes that indicate a pattern suggestive of horse riding are supported not only by
ethnoarchaeological evidence but also mortuary and zooarchaeological evidence.
5.2.3 Supporting Mortuary and Zooarchaeological Evidence
As raised earlier in Chapter 2, there have been numerous studies that indicate that horse
riding was a practice that likely emerged in the LBA/EIA. Archaeological research involving
khirigsuur and deer stone complexes share the characteristic of the presence of horsehead
mounds (Allard and Erdenebaatar 2005; Allard et al 2006; Fitzhugh 2009a, 2009b; Fitzhugh and
Bayarsaikhan 2011; Frohlich et al 2008; Honeychurch et al 2009; Honeychurch and Amartuvshin
2011; Houle 2009, 2016; Houle and Erdenebaatar 2009; Johannesson 2015; Makarewicz et al
2018; Seitsonen et al 2014; Taylor et al 2015; Taylor 2017; Taylor et al 2017; Wright 2014).
Recent isotopic evidence suggests that the horses buried at these sites were not wild horses, but
rather domestic horses that were well cared for during life by their owners (Makarewicz et al
2018). The results of this isotopic study also revealed that some horses buried at sites in the
Khanuy Valley originated from geographic areas of considerable distance from their burial site,
suggesting that these herders must have traveled from outside areas to congregate at khirigsuur
sites undergoing horsehead mound rituals (Makarewicz et al 2018). Additionally, saddlery left as
grave goods within some slab burials indicates that horse riding must have occurred at least
during the latter half of the LBA/EIA when slab burials were constructed (Wright 2014).
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Concerning zooarchaeological data, LBA/EIA horse crania provides further evidence to suggest
the emergence of riding based on comparative research conducted on modern riding horses and
LBA/EIA horses observing asymmetrical bone remodeling (Taylor et al 2015; Taylor et al 2016;
Taylor and Tuvshinjargel 2018), bit wear (Taylor et al 2016), radiocarbon dating of sites were
horse remains are found (Taylor et al 2017), geographic distances horses traveled (Makarewicz
et al 2018), lack of horse remains found at EBA/MBA sites (Taylor et al 2018), and
ethnoarchaeological observations on contemporary riding styles in Mongolia (Taylor and
Tuvshinjargel 2018). However, to reiterate, there has yet to be a study of human skeletal remains
demonstrating activity patterns in LBA/EIA human populations that indicate that horse riding
was practiced (William Taylor, personal communication 2018). As the results of this exploratory
study show, there is bioarchaeological evidence to suggest that through the analysis of entheseal
changes, patterns that are suggestive of repeated and long-term horse riding are observed in the
sample population of human remains from the LBA/EIA. These results are supported by prior
mortuary, zooarchaeological, and ethnoarchaeological studies that also suggest that horse riding
emerged during the Mongolian LBA/EIA.
5.2.4 Addressing the Xiongnu Problem
An unexpected outcome of the results is the lack of a similar pattern of activity in the
Xiongnu period compared to the LBA/EIA. If the pattern of entheseal changes in the sample
population of the LBA/EIA suggests horse riding, then why is this pattern absent in the Xiongnu
sample? As indicated through archaeological research and historical textual sources from the
Chinese, the Xiongnu were well versed in horse riding (Brosseder 2009; Di Cosmo 2011;
Eregzen 2011; Giele 2011; Yun 2009; Yun and Chang 2011). A possible explanation for the lack
of activity patterns suggesting horse riding among the Xiongnu sample population may be due to
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all the Xiongnu in the study being members of the sociopolitical elite. Indeed, both types of
Xiongnu burials—ring burials and terrace tombs—indicate that the interred were of high status
(Brosseder 2009; Johannesson 2011, 2015; Wright 2014). Two major factors for this are items of
cultural wealth buried as grave goods and, for terrace tombs particularly, the monumental size
and amount of labor spent in constructing such burials (Brosseder 2009; Johannesson 2011,
2015; Wright 2014). On the other hand, the LBA/EIA sample population in this study did not
have individuals thought to be sociopolitical elite. While khirigsuurs may have functioned as
burials for elite status individuals (Allard and Erdenebaatar 2005; Allard et al 2006; Houle 2009;
Houle 2016), no individuals from this study were originally buried in khirigsuurs. As entheseal
changes are reflective of repeated physical activity, it is possible that the LBA/EIA individuals
may have belonged to herding communities and participated in the labor that is associated with
herding. Maintaining herds is traditionally accomplished through the mobility provided by horse
riding (Taylor and Tuvshinjargel 2018) and considered necessary when attempting to maintain a
herd of horses (Anthony 2007).
An additional point of difference is the appearance and use of stirrups in the Xiongnu
period. The emergence of stirrups in Mongolia did not occur until the Iron Age (Dein 1986;
Littauer 1981). Iron stirrups were recovered in Xiongnu burials, revealing that they were in use
during the Xiongnu period (Erdélyi 2000). It is possible that the use of stirrups might have an
effect on entheseal changes, perhaps limiting the amount of mechanical stress placed on the
rider. Therefore, the Xiongnu elite represented in this study likely did participate in horse riding,
but perhaps not with the same level of physical stress at which LBA/EIA herders did. A third
reason for the lack of any notable pattern among the Xiongnu may be due to the majority of the
Xiongnu population in the study being young adults, who are not affected by entheseal changes
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to the same degree as older adults (Jurmain et al 2012; Henderson et al 2016; Villotte et al 2010;
Weiss 2009). In fact, the generally higher entheseal scores illustrated in the LBA/EIA population
are likely because of the higher number of old adults in the LBA/EIA sample compared to the
other periods. Altogether, these factors may help explain why the entheseal changes of the
Xiongnu in this study do not share a similar activity pattern with the LBA/EIA sample.

5.3

Cultural Impacts of Horse Riding: A Review of Khirigsuurs

Determining the period when horse riding emerged in Mongolian history can aid in
understanding the sociopolitical shifts that take place during the transition from the LBA/EIA
into the Xiongnu period. It is difficult to ascertain what the socioeconomic or labor organization
of the Bronze or Iron Ages were in Mongolia due to a lack of contextual evidence. Textual
records appear during the Xiongnu period, though remain absent throughout the Bronze and
Early Iron Age (Honeychurch 2015:111). Where there is a lack of textual and literary sources,
the abundance of mortuary structures across the Mongolian landscape provides archaeological
investigations to instead look toward different exploratory avenues to formulate questions on
socioeconomic and labor organization. Does the mortuary landscape of Mongolia have a
landscape of inequality embedded in it? Did the transition into mobile pastoralism bring about
the development of a complex sociopolitical and socioeconomic society? As the LBA/EIA serve
as the most likely period in which this shift occurred, there exist discussions over the
implications of khirigsuurs, the first monumental mortuary structures to appear on the Mongolian
Steppe. What, if any, cultural impacts did khirigsuurs have on these societies in the process of
adopting mobile pastoral strategies? What changes to the mortuary landscape take place after the
formulation of the Xiongnu polity and how might these changes impact those living during this
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period? Are these impacts amplified by the emergence of horse riding and the increased mobility
it brings with it?
There exists some debate over how relatively egalitarian foraging and small-scale herding
communities present in the first half of the Bronze Age eventually became mobile pastoralists
that were part of a sociopolitically complex and hierarchical polity in the form of the Xiongnu
Empire. It is generally accepted that there is evidence pointing to labor intensification, especially
in the construction of mortuary structures (i.e. terrace tombs), and a substantial increase in “rare
items” during the Xiongnu period (Honeychurch 2014:303). Much of the discussion focuses on
the transitional period of the LBA/EIA as the beginning of cultural shifts and changes occurring
in regard to the adoption of mobile pastoral subsistence strategies, changes in labor organization,
and the newly emerging socioeconomic elite class (Allard and Erdenebaatar 2005; Allard et al
2006; Fitzhugh 2009b; Honeychurch et al 2009; Houle and Erdenebaatar 2009; Houle 2009,
2016; Wright 2014, 2017). The transitional period of the LBA/EIA marks not only a transition
from foraging to mobile pastoralism but also a transition from an egalitarian culture to a
sociopolitically complex one, a process which would eventually manifest itself into the socially
stratified Xiongnu polity. This process contains “[m]ethods for creating and managing external
relationships involved gift giving and exchange, ceremonial participation, feasting, fictive
kinship, and perhaps gatherings and collective monument building” (Honeychurch et al
2009:333). These methods can be seen through an analysis of khirigsuurs. The impact that horse
riding had on the sociopolitical transition of the LBA/EIA is applied through a review of the
debate surrounding the multifunctionality of khirigsuurs.
When considering khirigsuurs, it is clear that a substantial amount of labor had to be
employed for their construction. It is entirely possible that each khirigsuur and its surrounding
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features could be built within one or two generations (Allard et al 2006:221). This speed of
construction may have been further expedited as it appears that the majority of the stones used in
the structures were of local origin (Wright 2017:553). The presence of horse remains interred
within associated horsehead mounds (Allard and Erdenebaatar 2005; Allard et al 2006) and
caprine remains interred within associated stone circles (Broderick et al 2014; Broderick et al
2016) indicate a reliance on herd animals. Additionally, since khirigsuurs are often
approximately one day’s horseback ride distant from one another, there is evidence to suggest
horse riding was practiced when khirigsuurs were built (Houle 2016; Seitsonen et al 2014). In
fact, it has been suggested that the level of social interaction and the phenomenon of monumental
mortuary structure building could have only have happened in part due to the adoption of horse
riding (Honeychurch et al 2009:334). As previously mentioned, horse remains from Khanuy
Valley indicated many of the horses there came from areas outside the local region and were well
cared for due to a healthy diet (Makarewicz et al 2018). This means that these horses were
domesticated and, due to the distances at which they had to be transported to Khanuy Valley,
likely lived during a time when riding was already present. This also means that horses must
have held cultural importance to be sacrificed at funerary monuments (Wright 2014).
There exist two current theories on what themes khirigsuurs are meant to convey. One
theory views khirigsuurs as structures commissioned by the elite—a new sociopolitical and
socioeconomic class in steppe society—that were used to create bonds and set boundaries
between groups through notions of territoriality and control over ritual practices (see Allard and
Erdenebaatar 2005; Allard et al 2006; Houle and Erdenebaatar 2009; Houle 2009, 2016). The
opposing theory portrays khirigsuurs as enablers of social cohesion, bringing a sense of unity and
community to an otherwise sparsely populated region inhabited by likeminded mobile
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pastoralists (see Honeychurch et al 2009; Wright 2014, 2017). Both viewpoints rely on the same
basic principle: that khirigsuurs serve as multifunctional structures that encompass the funerary,
ritual, and sociopolitical spheres of Bronze Age Mongolian cultures. Allard and Erdenebaatar
(2005) speak on the phenomenon of mobile pastoralists carrying out large-scale operations in
Mongolia. They place the building of khirigsuurs in the same vein as the construction of elite
cemeteries—such as during the Xiongnu period—and walled towns that appear during the later
Uighur and Mongol periods, not to mention the large military campaigns conducted in these later
periods (Allard and Erdenebaatar 2005:561). The authors note, however, that while the Xiongnu
and later polities had access to centralized sociopolitical systems that allowed for the overseeing
of these large-scale operations, the Bronze Age is particularly characteristic for its apparent
absence of sociopolitical centers or corresponding military or trade campaigns (Allard and
Erdenebaatar 2005:561). If not the result of a centralized polity, what might have been the
purpose of khirigsuurs? As mortuary structures, their functional purpose was to act as the grave
for a single individual. Human skeletal remains have been found via excavation in the central
tumulus of many of the structures (Allard et al 2006; Houle and Erdenebaatar 2009). The
presence of a single interred individual in a monumental funerary and ritual complex points to a
cultural system of heredity ranking (Houle 2009:360), such as socioeconomic rank. Therefore,
one way of looking at khirigsuurs is to serve as a symbolic representation of a sole individual
and possibly of the individual’s kin, forming the basis of a culture developing notions of either
achieved or ascribed status or both (Houle 2009:371–372). Sociopolitical associations can then
be made about the technical function of khirigsuurs, that is to serve as monumental burials for
selected members of the elite during a transitional period where sociopolitical and
socioeconomic boundaries were being to form across the steppe. Honeychurch and colleagues
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(2009) speak on these sociopolitical boundaries conveyed by mortuary structures, categorizing
them as “a set of formalized relationships…created around and dependent upon a specific
individual or group” (335). This shows that khirigsuurs were more than just the final resting
place for the elite, but also served as monuments symbolizing the deceased and their surviving
kin, characterizing the beginnings of both achieved and ascribed sociopolitical status during the
LBA/EIA. The presence of horses buried in association with khirigsuurs (and deer stone
complexes) aid in emphasizing sociopolitical status (Wright 2014).
Horsehead mounds, features of ritual practice, have been of considerable interest in their
association with forming relationships to an elite individual or group. The presence of horsehead
mounds around khirigsuurs shows that a number of horses would be sacrificed. As thousands of
khirigsuurs exist across Mongolia, they represent the most common mortuary structure in which
large numbers of horse remains are found (Wright 2014:284). Where the presence of horsehead
mounds has been used to suggest the presence of the beginnings of social stratification (Allard
and Erdenebaatar 2005; Allard et al 2006; Houle and Erdenebaatar 2009; Houle 2009, 2016),
there is also the possibility that the presence of horse sacrifice at khirigsuurs also might suggest a
collective attempt to bring about a focused sense of community (Honeychurch et al 2009; Wright
2014). Differing radiocarbon dates are taken to mean that not all horsehead mounds were created
at the same time as the construction of the central tumulus (Wright 2014:285). However, this is
not the case for all khirigsuurs as seen with multiple khirigsuurs at Khanuy Valley where
horsehead mounds were built collectively during a short period (Allard and Erdenebaatar 2005;
Allard et al 2006). When only a handful of horsehead mounds are present, it could indicate that a
small local group, or perhaps members of the deceased’s extended family, sacrificed their own
horses in honor of their kin (Wright 2014:283–284). When considering khirigsuurs that have
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more than a thousand horsehead mounds, something else must take place. It is unlikely that one
household or individual could have afforded to sacrifice so many horses in one singular event,
and so it is more plausible that it was a collective effort on part of multiple households to
“donate” horses to the construction of larger khirigsuurs (Wright 2014:288). Wright (2014) takes
this to mean that the construction of khirigsuurs is less about an elite individual or group building
a monument to coronate their own accession up a newly emerged social ladder, and more a
collective action was taken by a local community to construct khirigsuurs as monuments that
expound notions of social cohesion (2014:288). Wright suggests that while a sociopolitical elite
is in the process of developing during the same period as khirigsuur construction, he attributes
their construction to “the ability of the people of a community to communicate their own
solidarity and their willingness to work, and to sacrifice the most important animals in their
world within enduring stone monuments” (2009:288). This focus on communities collectively
contributing to the construction of horsehead mounds is reaffirmed through the variety of
distances horses originated from (Makarewicz et al 2018). However, this communal participation
does not necessarily mean that such participation was not instituted by an emerging elite. Recent
studies also reveal that the majority of male horses selected for burial at khirigsuur and deer
stone sites, suggesting that these horses were not hunted in the wild but rather from domestic
herds (Taylor et al 2015; Taylor 2017).
What this review shows is that evidence strongly suggests that horse riding is “concurrent
with the construction of deer stones and khirigsuurs” (Taylor et al 2017). Moreover, the impacts
that riding had on the development of khirigsuurs—spatial placement, spread across most of
Mongolia, and importance of the horse in sacrifice and horsehead mound construction—show a
reliance on mobility in order for these new sociopolitical ideas to be conveyed across large spans
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of land. By determining when horse riding emerged on the Mongolian Steppe, better
understanding the relationships between mobility, changes in sociopolitical structures, and
pastoralism can come about. The results of this study further contribute to discussions on horse
riding and its lasting cultural impacts on prehistoric societies in Mongolia. By revealing a pattern
that may suggest horse riding on human skeletal remains from the LBA/EIA, the results provide
substantial evidence to propose that horse riding likely emerged during the LBA. This adds to the
idea that horse riding may have led to the eventual transition to mobile pastoralism and
contributed to changes in sociopolitical complexity.

5.4

Future Directions

This study has provided exciting new possibilities for the further study of the transitional
period of the LBA/EIA and emergence of horse riding. A continuation of this study would
require further contextual data in terms of mortuary analysis as well as the increasing of the total
sample population to be analyzed. New excavations could introduce the possibility of creating a
comparative sample to be analyzed together with the legacy collections at Mongolia’s
institutions. By employing excavations for samples to be compared to the total sample
population, regional differences of activity could be investigated. An interesting region in which
to conduct these comparative excavation samples would be western Mongolia, where it is
currently hypothesized horses were originally domesticated in Mongolia (Taylor et al 2018).
Additionally, a continuation of this study needs to include the human remains collections of the
National Museum of Mongolia and the Institute of Archaeology at the Mongolian Academy of
Sciences to further grow the total sample population examined in this study. By aiming to have a
greater sample size and better contextual evidence, a future study could provide much more
detailed and improved results.
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5.5

Conclusion

This thesis represents an exploratory pilot study on entheseal changes in Bronze and Iron
Age Mongolia. For pastoralist communities, mobility can serve as an important factor in
bringing about sociopolitical changes to the cultural landscape (Barfield 1993, 2011; Cribb 1991;
Frachetti 2008, 2015; Hanks 2010; Honeychurch and Amartuvshin 2007; Honeychurch 2014,
2015; Houle 2009; Houle and Erdenebaatar 2009; Lightfoot et al 2015; Lindsay and Greene
2013; Makarewicz 2011; Popova 2006; Porter 2012; Rassamakin 2006; Salzman 2004).
Domesticated horses are particularly prominent in the mortuary landscape of LBA/EIA
Mongolia (Allard and Erdenebaatar 2005; Allard et al 2006; Fitzhugh 2009a, 2009b; Fitzhugh
and Bayarsaikhan 2011; Honeychurch et al 2009; Honeychurch and Amartuvshin 2011; Houle
2009, 2016; Houle and Erdenebaatar 2009; Johannesson 2015; Makarewicz 2018; Taylor et al
2015; Taylor 2017; Taylor and Tuvshinjargel 2018; Wright 2014), and shifts in sociopolitical
organization are attributed to the multifunctionality of funerary monuments during this period
(Allard and Erdenebaatar 2005; Allard et al 2006; Honeychurch et al 2009; Houle and
Erdenebaatar 2009; Houle 2009, 2016; Wright 2014, 2017). The purpose of this study has been
to investigate activity markers indicative of repetitive physical activities among Bronze and Iron
Age human skeletal remains from Mongolia. The resulting patterns observed suggest horse
riding in the LBA/EIA, an activity that enables increased mobility and one that may have
emerged at the same time as the funerary monuments of the LBA/EIA (Taylor et al 2017),
possibly playing an important factor in the function of funerary monuments (Makarewicz et al
2018; Seitsonen et al 2014; Taylor 2017). While mortuary and zooarchaeological studies indicate
that horse riding likely emerged during the LBA/EIA (e.g. Allard and Erdenebaatar 2005; Allard
et al 2006; Honeychurch et al 2009; Honeychurch and Amartuvshin 2011; Houle 2009, 2016;
Johannesson 2015; Makarewicz et al 2018; Taylor et al 2015; Taylor et al 2016; Taylor 2017;
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Taylor et al 2017; Taylor and Tuvshinjargel 2018; Taylor et al 2018; Wright 2014), no
investigative study demonstrates if patterns suggestive of riding can be observed by activity
markers on human skeletal remains. By analyzing entheseal changes among populations of the
EBA/MBA, LBA/EIA, and Xiongnu period, the results of this study suggest patterns of activity
identifiable of repeated and long-term horse riding in the LBA/EIA, therefore confirming its
presence in the period. The results are supported by recent ethnoarchaeological research on
contemporary Mongolian styles of riding that identify similar patterns of activity as those
observed on the LBA/EIA human remains (Taylor and Tuvshinjargel 2018). As is shown through
the example with khirigsuurs, the presence of horse riding may have had a substantial impact on
the ritual and sociopolitical functions of the funerary monuments (Makarewicz et al 2018;
Wright 2014). In conclusion, this study illustrates how supporting evidence in the forms of
mortuary, zooarchaeological, and ethnoarchaeological data can allow for the hypothesis that
activity patterns suggestive of horse riding appear beginning in the LBA/EIA. This study also
demonstrates the importance of analyzing entheseal changes among human skeletal remains, and
how studies such as this can further our understanding of activity in Bronze and Iron Age
Mongolia. This hypothesis can be further tested by increasing the number of individuals in the
study through analysis of legacy collections as a wider demographic profile, especially
accounting for social status. Through establishing the presence of horse riding activity patterns in
legacy collections, these patterns can be tested by future excavations providing comparative
samples and allowing for regional differences in entheseal changes to be observed in Mongolia.
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